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Resumo 

O conteúdo digital está a ser cada vez mais importante devido a ser a forma como a nova 

geração de pessoas obtém toda a sua informação e entretenimento. Existe um grande 

crescimento na criação de conteúdos ao vivo devido a este ser fácil e rápido de produzir 

obtendo a interação com o mercado alvo. 

Este conteúdo ao vivo, normalmente explicitado como Live Broadcasts, precisa de On-Air 

Graphics, também chamado Overlays, para melhorar a qualidade do mesmo e ajudar a 

explicar o que está acontecendo nos ecrãs. Na criação de On-Air Graphics existe uma grande 

diferença entre os produtos High-end e os Low-end. Esta diferença é constituída por 

funcionalidades relacionadas com a criação destes On-Air graphics animados e dinâmicos, 

combinado com o custo do uso dos respetivos produtos. 

O produto criado usa, o mais que possível, tecnologias já existentes para diminuir o custo e 

tempo de desenvolvimento. Aproveitando as tecnologias necessárias para criar On-Air 

Graphics com qualidade igual ao dos criados por produtos High-end. 

A tecnologia escolhida para este produto foi o Unity. Como o Unity é primeiramente uma 

game engine irá permitir desenvolver um produto que cria On-Air Graphics animados e 

dinâmicos. A razão da escolha de um game engine foi devido que as necessidades de jogos 

são semelhantes aos da criação de On-Air Graphics, pois ambos precisam animações e objetos 

dinâmicos de alta qualidade. 

O produto desenvolvido reflete o aumento da necessidade de produtos nesta área que usam 

técnicas de renderização em tempo real. Melhor a fidelidade e o desempenho destas técnicas 

de renderização em tempo real, melhor animados, randómicos e dinâmicos irão ser os On-Air 

Graphics. 

Palavras-chave (Tema) On-air Graphics, Live Broadcasts, 

Renderização em tempo real 

Palavras-chave (Tecnologias) Unity, C#, DOTween 
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Abstract 

Digital content is getting increasingly more important as it is where the new generation of 

people are getting their information and entertainment from. There is especially a growth in 

live content creation and sharing, as it is easy to make while interacting directly with the target 

market.  

These live contents, more often called Live Broadcasts, need On-Air graphics, also called 

Overlays, to help explain what is happening and to increase the quality of the broadcast itself. 

There is, in the creation of On-Air Graphics, a huge gap between high-end products and low-

end products. This gap constitutes especially of features on the creation of dynamic and 

animated On-Air Graphics in combination with the cost of usage of the respective products.  

The product created makes use of pre-existing technologies as much as possible, as to lower 

the development costs. These technologies give the necessary tools to create animated and 

dynamic On-Air Graphics with the same quality as the ones created by high-end products. 

The technology chosen for the development of this product is Unity. As Unity is primarily a 

game engine, its features will allow the easy development of a product that will be able to 

create animated and dynamic On-Air Graphics. The reason for selecting a game engine is that 

games require high quality levels of animation and dynamicity, which are the same 

requirements for creating great On-Air Graphics.  

The product developed showcases that there is an increasingly need for these kinds of 

products that make use of real-time rendering techniques. As the fidelity and performance of 

real-time rendering techniques increases, just so will the animated and dynamic On-Air 

Graphics.  

Keywords (Theme) On-air Graphics, Live Broadcasts, Real-time 

rendering 

Keywords (Technologies) Unity, C#, DOTween 
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Notation and Glossary 

Term  Description  

3rd Party Asset A third-party asset is an extension or plugin (also called asset) created by 
someone who does not work for the main product company. They are mostly 
external companies that make use of the products Application Programming 
Interface (APIs) to create features which the product does not have. 

Animation  Combinations of movement or changes over time on items  

API Application Programming Interface 

Broadcast  To send or transmit something over a signal, such as radio, television or 
internet  

C# Programming Language 

C++ Programming Language 

Camera  The camera is what the user perceives on its screen, being only the created 
overlays, with NO editor UI.  

Canvas Canvas is the Game Object where all the UI items will be added to in Unity. 

Control Panel  A place where the user can interact and control the overlays created  

CPU Central Processing Unit 

CSS Cascading Style Sheet 

CSV Comma separated values 

Delay  The time in between it happens and when it is perceived  

Dynamic  Something animated, with animations, or that changes in real time.  

Engine  It is the system behind the rendering and some other components of the 
program.  

Esport  Organized competitive multiplayer tournaments and events with 
videogames.  

GameObject A GameObject is an item in Unity used as the base for all the objects in a 
project. 

GPU Graphics Processing Unit 

HDD Hard Drive Disk 

HTML Hyper Text Markup Language 

Interactive  Something that you can interact with. 

Item  An item is the object which has all the contents, scripts and transforms for 
the software, is part of an overlay. It can have children items.  

Keyframe  A keyframe is a point on the animation clip timeline with a value of a 
variable.  

Live  At the actual time and place of the occurrence of the event  

Live Broadcast  Live Transmission of audio-visual content without delay, with the user being 
able to consume it when not at the place of occurrence.  

Main Camera  The main camera is what the user perceives on its screen, including the 
editor UI and the overlays previews.  

MMORPG Massive Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game 
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MOBA Massive Online Battle Arena 

Modular  Constructed with blocks which are flexible in use and placement  

MS Millisecond 

MVC Model-View-Controller 

On-Air Graphics  The audio-visual content created for it to be used in broadcasts.  

Overlay  A combination of Images, videos or other visual content that covers 
something else, hiding parts or total of it.  See On-Air Graphics. 

Real Time  The actual time that something takes place.  

Rendering  The process which puts all the audio-visual content on the screen.  

Scene  Scene is a group of items which have a determined overlay, for example 
multiple lower thirds.  

SD Sequence Diagram 

SSD Solid State Disk 

Template  Something that’s used as a base or pattern for more unique content.   

Texture  A texture is an image applied over a 3D object, through a material.  

Transform  Transform is the position, rotation and scale of an item.  

Transition  Change from one state to another, or in this case, group of overlays to other 
groups  

UI User Interface 

URL Uniform Resource Locator 

User  The person who’s using the program.  
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1 Introduction 

The introduction chapter is aimed to contextualize and position the reader on the problem 

getting solved. It also contains a definition of the objectives, the general planning of the 

project and the methodology used to solve the problem at hand.  

The problem indicates the need to create better quality animated on-air graphics for live 

broadcasts, as these are getting more and more important to spread information and 

entertainment as the new digital media. 

1.1 Context 

The world is always evolving, the techniques used some decades ago can now already be 

outdated. This is especially true for the new generation of people and their way to consume 

and digest all the information that is accessible. As written by Nicole Martin [1], “Social media 

has become the main source of news online with more than 2.4 billion internet users, nearly 

64.5 percent receive breaking news from Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Snapchat and 

Instagram instead of traditional media.” These new technologies not only are more prominent 

with young adults, but it also lowers the traditional media use, as seen in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 - Young Adults' primary news sources in the United States as of October 2014 [2]. 
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Not only is the news found out about through other means, the time a person takes to read 

the news, or more specifically, one article is also significantly lower, this being an average of 

15 seconds [3]. Not only articles, but also videos have a low viewing time average, sitting at 

10 seconds [4].  

The use of online content to set social, political and cultural agendas is becoming increasingly 

more important as the people are more time online. These needs in consumption made it so 

that live content exploded in popularity, as seen in Figure 2 with Twitch.tv [5],which is a 

livestreaming platform focused on the livestreaming of videogames.  

 

Figure 2 – Number of monthly unique visitors to Twitch worldwide from 2012 to 2015            

(in millions) [6] 

The increase in live content consumption is due to many factors, mostly giving people a low 

entry barrier to create video content while being able to easily share their emotions, as said 

by Mark Zuckerberg [7]: “Because it is live, there is no way it can be curated, and because of 

that it frees people up to be themselves. It is live; it can’t possibly be perfectly planned out 

ahead of time. Somewhat counterintuitively, it is a great medium for sharing raw and visceral 

content.”  
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Now, when talking about live broadcasts, the discussion is about a new style of live broadcast. 

Live broadcast already exists since the existence of radio stations, and later television 

networks and shows, as shown by Chase's [8], "Radio Broadcasting: 90th Anniversary. January 

13, 1910. Radio pioneer and electron tube inventor Lee De Forest arranged the world's first 

radio broadcast to the public at New York. He succeeded in broadcasting the voice of Enrico 

Caruso along with other stars of the Metropolitan Opera to several receiving locations in the 

city where listeners with earphones marvelled at wireless music from the air. Though only a 

few were equipped to listen, it was the first broadcast to reach the public and the beginning 

of a new era in which wireless radio communication became almost universal."  

This new style is fixated on the user interaction and respective feedback of the live producer.  

This, as said before, grows the viewers’ closeness to its idols, due to it giving an insight into 

the idols’ live, as they can more easily share emotions and information with each other. “I love 

being able to interact with people on a daily basis. That’s what I truly enjoy.” [9], 

TimTheTatMan, Full-time Twitch.tv streamer with over 3 billion followers, Interview by Audio-

Technica.  

The motivation to create this product lies in the objective to make it easier for these 

individuals and small groups to create professional looking animated and dynamic on-air 

graphics without needing to have knowledge in all the areas, in specific areas such as motion 

design, animation and programming. Considering the companies roots in media and 

communication, it has a heavy relation to the new media, live shows and digital content. 

1.2 Problem Description 

With the increase of live broadcasts and the need of interaction with the viewer, dynamic on-

air graphics are going to be key. However, at this moment there is a wide discrepancy between 

what individuals and big corporations can do. Mostly due to the cost of the products on the 

creation of the respective graphics. Individuals content with static images or on-air graphics 

based on videos, while big companies can get highly dynamic and interactive visuals. This is 

mostly due to the almost non-existence of low and mid-end products that have dynamic and 

animated features for On-Air Graphics.  

High-end products cost a lot of money, going even as high as $2999 [10] or higher for a single 

software license, without even considering the required hardware. Mid-end products are 

cheaper, and even free, however they’ll need people knowledgeable in programming [11]. 
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The low-end products mostly just accept pre-created images or videos and mixes them 

together [12]. 

In chapter 2 of this report, there will be a discussion on the State of the Art, informing about 

existing products and technologies that could have been used. 

To be able to create professional and good-looking on-air graphics, there is a need to have the 

knowledge in various disciplines, like design, 3D Modeling, animation, technical knowledge, 

or even programming and audio knowledge.   

As seen in Figure 3, the setup of a professional workflow using Aston Software from 

Brainstorm3D, is not something easy to understands, and requires good planning and a lot of 

knowledge how each discipline works.  

 

Figure 3 – Aston Collaborative Workflow [13]. 

In our case, the solution will appeal to small groups or individuals that create live content. In 

this area, the knowledge of a multitude of things is a huge bonus, it both helps in making your 

brand stand out, and increases your retention and interaction with the viewer. However, the 

cost of having all this knowledge is that it is really time consuming, as you’ll have to learn a lot 

of concepts and different types of software.  
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1.2.1 Objectives 

The objectives are divided in 2 categories, them being: Development of the Overlay Creation 

Module (Create Mode) and the Development of the real-time modification of the overlays 

created module (Broadcast Mode). 

In the first category, the aim will be to create a simple to use, but advanced interface for the 

creation and editing of the various items of an overlay. The most important feature is the 

capability of adding animations to the overlay items in an easy to understand and rapid way. 

It will also have the ability to import a variety of file types, especially various image and video 

formats. Included in that interface is the creation of a fast and easy import and export system 

of templates, so that they can be easily shared around.   

In the second category, the aim is to develop a control panel, of the overlays created in the 

previous category that are used during a live broadcast. This includes the creation of various 

ways to interact with the overlays created, such as, real-time data reading from various 

sources, like Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), Comma Separated Values (CSV), text 

files, and more, the execution and termination of animations relative to an overlay item and 

the possibility to easily transition between item groups, in this case called scenes, of the 

overlay. 

1.2.2 Methodology 

This product will be created using an iterative software development methodology, based on 

the Agile paradigm.   

Agile, as expressed in the Manifesto for Agile Software Development[14], is a term for 

practices based on its values and principles. It focuses on the people doing the work and their 

collaboration. It is an iterative and incremental style of development, as it allows work around 

a series of iterations of fixed calendar length and means that each successive version of the 

product will have a visible increase [9].   

The development of the product will be done using weekly sprints. Each Monday there will be 

a sprint planning meeting with the supervisor, where there’ll be a discussion on the backlog 

and what will go into the sprint for the following week. 

1.2.3 Contributions 

The main objective of the product is to open the barriers of dynamic overlays creation to the 

low and mid-end users of the area. Just as indicated previously, there is a too big gap between 

the low-end products and the high-end products. In that gap comes our product as it both 
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facilitates and makes it possible for individuals and small groups to create astonishing 

animated and dynamic on-air graphics. 

For the organization, the creation of this product will help them make the next step in creating 

higher quality live broadcasts, content and even live events. Due to being able to be the first 

to try it out in real-life context, giving them the possibility to be a step-in front of their 

competition. 

It will allow the user to create professional looking overlays for their live broadcast with only 

needing some design experience and having basic live broadcasting knowledge. Including the 

possibility to easily share their own overlays. 

1.2.4 Project Planning 

The project planning is done through a Gantt chart where you can find all the important dates 

and categories of the project, as seen in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4 – Project Planning Gantt chart. Can be seen bigger in Figure 97 in Annex 1. 

The planning indicates all the project aspects, taking as a base the structure provided by the 

report template, them being: 

1. Writing of the project introduction  

2. State of the Art   

3. Project Requirement and analysis 

4. Project design and implementation 

5. Report Implementation 

6. Report Conclusion 

These main tasks are done in the order that they are indicated. Tasks 3 & 4 are done 

simultaneously in an agile methodology as indicated in section 1.2.2 Methodology. 
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1.3 Report Structure 

This report will have a total of 5 chapters.  

The Introduction is considered Chapter 1, where the problem and approach will be 

contextualized and explained.  

In chapter 2, the state of the art and technologies will be presented and discussed.  

In chapter 3, the analysis and design of the solution, including all diagrams created, will be 

depicted and clarified.  

In chapter 4, the implementation will be described, based on what is indicated in chapter 3, 

including a description of all the tests and the evaluating methods of the quality of the product 

developed.  

Chapter 5 will conclude the report summarising the development of the project, indicating if 

all the objectives delimited before got achieved, limitations found, possible objectives for the 

future and a personal final appreciation of the development of this product.  
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2 State of the Art 

In this chapter, the emphasis will be in products used in this field of work, technologies and 

how they partly solve our problem. At the end of each sub-chapter there will be a table which 

summarizes all the products or technologies respectively for an easier comprehension.  

In the review for each product and technology there will be a small summary on the developer, 

its current features and a discussion relating the technology or product to our problem. 

2.1 Related products 

Starting out, there will be a three-way division to classify each product, these being: high-end 

product, mid-end product and low-end product. Each of these depict, approximately, their 

target market and business model. The target market for these products, in general, are 

people in the live broadcasting field. This field works on activities like, television shows, news 

shows, live concerts, sport tournaments, esport tournaments, events, livestreams, live music 

concerts, and more. The business model for each of these products, usually, indicates the level 

of production and the size of the teams that produces these activities.  

A high-end classification indicates that the product is for high production cost shows and 

events, which have big teams to operate the broadcast. It also means that the minimum cost 

for obtaining a license of the software, and, specifically crafted, hardware makes it not for 

everyone.  

A mid-end classification indicates the mid-range of these products. They don’t require the 

same amount of staff but are still able to create professional looking productions. The pricing 

is normally lower, on average, than the high-end products.  

A low-end classification indicates the lower range of these products. These are normally 

targeted at hobbyist, individuals or small companies. While their pricing is inexpensive, or 

even free, they allow people to make good looking productions, even though it is harder and 

needs more knowledge in specific areas, such as programming in case you want to take it a 

step further with the quality of the on-air graphics. 

 While describing and confronting all the products, there will be two main aspects for each 

which will always get emphasized: the pricing and the program features on dynamic and 

animated on-air graphics. These two aspects are the core of our problem.  
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The conclusion will roughly be that there is a high correlation between the solution costs and 

the quality and ease of creating dynamic and animated on-air graphics.   

At the end of the description of all the products, in Table 1, you can find a summary of the 

products pricing and program features related to on-air graphics creation. 

Lastly, the discussion will conclude with showcasing a couple of studies in the area, depicting 

some strategies and methodologies used in these studies.  

Due to not existing any sources on the popularity of the products being reviewed, the products 

were chosen based upon personal discussions with multiple professionals in the area.  

2.1.1 High-end products 

Vizrt is a privately-owned company that creates solutions in the areas of real-time 3D graphics, 

studio automation, sports analysis and asset management tools, such as, animations, maps, 

weather, story, video editing, compositing, multiplatform VOD and playout tools. Its products 

are used by leading media companies such as CNN, Fox, BBC, Riot Games and the London 

Stock Exchange. Its business model is end-to-end providing its clients all the needs to setup 

their productions [16].  Viz Artist is their broadcast graphics design tool, which is available for 

free, however with limitations such as watermarks, for a full license you’ll need to obtain Viz 

Engine [17].  

Using Viz Artist, one aspect of the problem is solved, which is the dynamic and animated on-

air graphics. It has features such as, data harvesting & visualization in real-time, motion-

design, design and an easily accessible templates system. It also includes capability to import 

various formats, ranging from video, image to most major 3D modelling applications and 

substance materials. At the same time, it also has powerful scripting and visual advanced 

scene logic as well as the possibility to write custom plugins to facilitate or expand the 

production workflow. Always considering optimal performance in real-time.  

Unfortunately, as specified before, while viz artist has a free version, it is limited in terms of 

commercial use and output due to having its output watermarked, resolution limited, no input 

support and no expandability with 3rd party plugins [18]. To be able to remove these 

limitations, there’s a need to obtain a Viz Engine – core license. Even with the full license, 

there will be specific hardware and software requirements before being able to use the Viz 

Engine. Only these requirements already increase the price by a significant amount, without 

even considering the product license. Unfortunately there is no publicly pricing available, but 

it can be assumed that it is a premium product [19].  
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Wasp3D, developed by Beehive Systems Pvt. Ltd, offers solutions that focuses on lowering the 

barrier of end-to-end content creation and on-air broadcasting. They develop tools for touch 

screen presentations, augmented reality and tracked virtual sets.  Their objective is to allow 

artists to make amazing graphics with data and rapidly delivering content, for elections, 

weather & news, business & sports presentations in real-time. Some of their clients include, 

OGN, Garena, News Live and more [20]. Drone Designer is their real-time graphics 

development tool, which has a community edition available for free, there’s no limitations on 

the development of the on-air graphics, however there are limitations when using them in 

production [21]. 

Drone Designer, just as Viz Artists, solves our problem with dynamic and animated on-air 

graphics creation. It focuses itself on the development of data driven real-time 3D Graphics. 

The product includes features such as, texture blurring, Mirror-reflections, shadow casting, 

normal maps and 3D model imports. It also makes use of the power of user defined tables, 

which is a database management architecture that stores analytical data and can be used to 

link to various graphic elements, making it consistent across the project and their various 

other products. This, together with their Unified Basic Template, allows the creation of control 

panels for easy editing of the templates during a live broadcast. 

While drone designer has a free edition, named Community Edition, it is limited. You need to 

install a couple of other products, due to the need of having a server, using sting client 

community edition, and Data Addin Community edition for all the data [22]. The free edition 

only gives community support on their forum, which has barely any activity. It also contains 

watermarks when outputting the overlays created. To be able to get rid of some of these 

limitations, you need to obtain a licensed version which costs $2495 per year [23], this only 

removes the watermarking of the community edition. The enterprise edition licenses are even 

pricier and requires even better hardware [23].  

Brainstorm, maintained by Brainstorm Multimedia, presents various 3D graphics solutions for 

broadcast, feature-film productions and real-time graphics presentations. They make use of 

the end-to-end model with their clients, training and supporting them in developing the best 

possible on-air graphics. All their products use their renowned eStudio render engine as their 

basis [24]. Some of their clients include, CNBC, ESPN and NHK [25]. Brainstorm has two real-

time graphic development products, Aston and eStudio. eStudio is more of an all-rounded 

product for real-time graphics and is the render-engine all Brainstorm products are based on. 

Aston, on the other hand, is a dedicated motion graphics creation, Computer Graphics and 

playout system for designers. eStudio is only available through a combination of hardware and 
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software bought at the same time, while Aston is available with multiple licenses and different 

hardware requirements. 

eStudio, their most renowned product, is a powerful and flexible tool to create any-kind of 

real-time graphics. Its developers consider it unique, due to sophistication, open architecture 

and versatility, allowing their users to make use of its design and real-time broadcasting 

prowess. This product aims for solutions in news & sports, channel branding, weather, 

entertainment, charts, interactive corporate presentations or film pre-visualizations areas of 

discipline. Some of the more highlighted features of it are advanced rendering and modelling, 

2D and 3D object creation and management, Brainstorms patented trackfree technology, 

augmented reality and much more. eStudio enables easy drag and drop creation of 

customized interfaces, which allows live broadcast producers to create their own control 

panels for their own live broadcast easily [26]. 

Aston makes use of eStudio as its base and makes it more accessible and more advanced 

features for developing broadcast graphics. The tool is developed with designers in mind, 

supporting a wide range of 3D formats, MOS compatibility and is resolution independent. At 

the same time, it includes advanced primitives, objects and materials that can be created 

directly in the program, without needing an external 3D modelling tool, while allowing these 

primitives to be connected to external data and be changed real-time based on those. Ending 

with some other advanced features, such as their StormLogic template system, advanced 

GRID animation, augmented reality and data-driven graphics [13]. 

Both these systems have ways to solve our dynamic and animated overlays issues, however, 

this doesn’t come without a cost. eStudio requires high-end production hardware to be used, 

it has 3 possible licenses, player, which only has the rendering part, Designer, which only has 

the creation part and Global which includes all the features, no pricing attached to these 

licenses was found [27]. Aston, on the other hand, requires lower hardware requirements 

then eStudio, but they are still high. The licensing plans are similar to eStudio, only substituting 

the global license for a CG license, which has both player and designer licenses and a Suite 

license, which includes an OnDemand license [13].  

NewblueFX provides solutions in live broadcasting, video editing and post-production content. 

Their objective is to decrease the time needed on live productions using their products, while 

giving the tools necessary to the creators to develop better on-air graphics. Some of their 

clients include, BuzzFeed, Rockdale Career academy and OutputPDX. Titler Live 4 Broadcast is 
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NewBlueFX live on-air graphics product for professional broadcasters, where licenses of it can 

be bought through their online store. 

Titler Live 4 Broadcaster aims for streamlining workflows and elevating production value of all 

kind of broadcasts, such as, sports, live media and corporate events. In contrary to most other 

products discussed before, Titler Live 4 Broadcaster manages all the parts of a live production, 

from creating the graphics to outputting the result to the broadcast channel (up to 16 

channels). It focuses on real-time playout, while displaying unlimited layers of 3D animated 

graphics and connecting these to data from a myriad of inputs [10]. 

Titler Live 4 Broadcaster, of all the high-end products discussed, is the most underwhelming 

in terms of creating dynamic on-air graphics, however it thrives in easy understood licensing 

models, tutorials and relatively low hardware requirements. Nonetheless the pricing is still 

quite steep, sitting at $2999. Some of the main features of this product are spreadsheet and 

other text files dynamic import, 4k-NDI output, API, excel and various social media inputs [10].  

2.1.2 Mid-end Products 

StudioCoast Pty Ltd. is the developer of vMix, it provides solutions for various areas, such as 

gaming, esports, Live events, Live shows & podcasts, meetings & presentation, sports and 

churches. Its objective is to develop products which makes it easier for everyone to do live 

broadcasts. Clients include, Covenant Church, Boise state esports, Australian Sports Network 

and more [28]. vMix is StudioCoast professional broadcast software, which allows the addition 

of on-air graphics, but is more focused on the broadcasting.  

vMix allows, on a single computer, create professional productions. vMix manages all the parts 

of a live production, ranging from on-air graphics, to multiple cameras input and live stream. 

On the product page, it indicates that it can be used in large scale multi-camera events or 

simple webcam one-person productions. It aims to create a central place where all the inputs 

get together, inputs such as, 4K video cameras, NDITM, video files, DVDs, and more. At the 

same time, it has easy to use, high-performance, animated graphics to be used as templates, 

limiting to static or animated titles and animated tickers [29]. 

vMix fails on the on-air graphics creation problem. As written in their feature page [29], they 

have the possibility to create on-air graphics, however it is limited, depending on the license, 

to custom static titles or custom animated titles, or using one of the animated templates or 

one of their animated tickers or scoreboards. In comparison to the products in the high-end 

chapter (2.1.1), vMix only allows for simple 2D animations, mostly based on templates created 

or the use of pre-rendered videos as their on-air graphics content. On the other hand, it is 
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highly professional in terms of camera management, recording and livestreaming the 

production. vMix has a myriad of licenses, as seen in Table 1. These in comparison to the high-

end products are quite more economical.  

Table 1 - Feature comparison table of vMix licensing [30]. 

 

Resolume, developed by the company of the same name, provides various solutions for live 

video mixing, having a focus on live music productions. Its objective is to allow the production 

crew to be in charge how the content is displayed. Some clients include musicians like, Avicii, 

Kygo, Axwell, RFM Somni, and more [31]. Resolume focuses on live video mixing of various 

screen sizes [32]. 

Resolume allows the output to any screen or led that the computer recognizes, ranging from 

simple screens, to led panels of random sizes and lights, or projecting it to any kind of map, 

such as cars, pumpkins or buildings. At the same time, its capable of analysing audio and 

generating video content on-the fly. Live video mixing is considered to be their main feature 

[32]. 
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This product is used in highly sought out live music events, due to its professional grade live 

video mixing, compatibility with various screen sizes and outputs and its robustness. 

Unfortunately, due to this aim, it needs to have their content mostly pre-rendered or pre-

created to be allowed to change.  They have some on-air graphics creation options, mostly 

related to text, or dynamic visuals [32]. Its licensing is dependent on the number of computers 

which will run their product. They have two products, Resolume Avenue, which is limited to 

the types of outputs and costs €299, while the full products, Resolume Arena, is priced €799 

per computer [32]. 

2.1.3 Low-end Products 

NodeCG, developed by Alex Van Camp and Matt McNam, is a broadcast graphics framework 

and application. It enables programmers to write complex, dynamic broadcast graphics using 

the web platform, using web programming languages, such as HyperText Markup Language 

(HTML), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and JavaScript [11]. 

NodeCG is a framework run on a server, which aims to communicate between all the aspects 

of the broadcast, such as, the control panels, server-side business logic and the actual chosen 

graphics renderer [33]. It makes use of the programming language features to animate all the 

graphics content and render them in specific ways. Mostly through JavaScript libraries and CSS 

[11]. 

NodeCG, due to its open-source nature, is free to use, and licensed under a MIT license [34], 

which allows for this free to use and adaptation, including distribution of adaptations in a 

commercial manner. While it is free to use, it requires previous knowledge and experience in 

web development limiting its use.  

CasparCG, developed by the open-source community, is a combination of tools developed for 

broadcasting production. Its most known product is CasparCG Server, which allows the play 

out of professional graphics, audio, and video to multiple outputs. CasparCG server is not an 

on-air graphics creation tool, as its only server side and allows client programs to connect and 

execute tasks needed on the graphics. Some of its users are: Sweden's SVT TV Network, 

SuperFly.tv, Eurovision Song Contest in Sweden [35]. 

CasparCG Server focuses on rendering the animations on a server, without needing the 

hardware requirements locally.  It uses a 3-step system, as seen in Figure 5, those being input, 

local files and producers, transforming, mixer, and output, consumers. CasparCG, contrary to 

NodeCG, doesn’t allow for creating animations on layers. It only works as a live video mixer 

and video effects changer. Its however highly efficient and works with multiple tools as their 
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client, which is another requirement that is needed to work with CasparCG Server. By itself 

CasparCG Server is useless, it will need some kind of remote connection app or website client 

side [36]. 

In our use case, the use of this product limits highly in terms of on-air graphics creation. It has 

no dynamic on-air graphics tools, so all the tools need to be previously rendered in another 

format, such as video, image or flash. It is, nonetheless, free to use under a GPL-3 license, 

which allows derivative works but those need to be licensed under the same license [37].  

 

Figure 5 – Depiction of the steps of CasparCG [36]. 

OBS, developed by Jim and the open-source community (OBS Project), is a solution for video 

recording and live streaming. It provides real-time source and device capture, scene 

composition, encoding, recording and broadcasting. At the moment of writing, the main 

product is OBS Studio. OBS Studio is not an on-air graphics creation tool rather, just as 

CasparCG, its objective is the encoding, recording and broadcasting the scene compositions 

made. OBS Studio is used by companies such as Games Done Quick [33], Liga Portuguesa de 

League of Legends, and more [38]. 

OBS Studio, as written before, focuses on encoding, recording and broadcasting scene 

compositions made in their product. Its main features are: High-performance real-time 

video/audio capturing and mixing, including windows capture, game capture, text, images, 

videos, web pages, powerful configuration options, customizable transitions and intuitive 

audio mixer with per source filters. The same as CasparCG, OBS Studio is not an on-air graphics 

creation tool, as it only allows pre-rendered content to be mixed together, however it has 

dynamic options of changing text sources. It is however highly intuitive to use to obtain great 

quality productions.    
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Table 2 will have a summary of all the products main features regarding on-air graphics and 

their pricing. 

Table 2 - Summary of the products pricing and program features related to on-air graphics 

Product name Pricing Program features 

Viz Artist • Premium Hardware  

• Unable to find licensing costs 

• 2D & 3D Overlays  

• Motion Design Tools  

• Full dynamic data visualization  

Wasp3D 
Drone 
Designer 

• $2495 per year for Licensed Community Edition 

• Enterprise edition license cost is higher than 
community edition 

• Premium Hardware 

• 3D graphics development 

• Data-driven 
 

 

Brainstorm – 
eStudio 

• Premium hardware 

• Unable to find licensing fees  

• Any kind of real-time graphic 

• Real-time playout 

• Custom applications 

• Unreal Engine integration 

Brainstorm – 
Aston 

• Mid-range hardware 

• Unable to find licensing fees 

• Designer-oriented solution 

• Robust on-air graphics 

• Resolution independent 

NewblueFX – 
Titler Live 4 
Broadcast 

• Low-range Hardware 

• $2999 licensing 

 

• Unlimited Graphics 

• Streamlining Workflow 

• Seamless integrations 

StudioCoast – 
vMix 

• Licenses ranging from $60 to $1200 

• Low-end hardware 

• 2D graphics only 

• No dynamic on-air graphics 

• Animated templates 

• Resolution limited by license 

Resolume • Licenses per computer, €299-€799 

• Low-end hardware 

• No on-air graphics creation tools 

• Live mixing video 

• Compatibility with various screen 
sizes and outputs 

NodeCG • MIT License, open source/free 

• Low-end hardware 

• No graphics output 

• Communication tool between all 
parts of a broadcast 

• Web pages based.  

CasparCG 
Server 

• GPL-3, open-source/free 

• Low-end hardware 

• No dynamic graphics creation 

• Only plays out previously 
generated content 

• Compatibility with a lot of input 
and output modules 

OBS Studio • GPL-2, Open-source/Free 

• Mid-end hardware 

• Dynamic graphics limited to text 
or pre-rendered content 

• Intuitive to use 

• Unlimited sources and mixes 

• Performant encoding 
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2.2 Studies 

Unfortunately, there are not a lot of studies on the topic of on-air graphics creation or usage. 

This is due to novelty of the area and the increase in computer graphics in general quality and 

performance in the last decade. Most of its knowledge comes from personal experiences or 

the business market, as the scientific market barely investigated about it yet. There are, 

however, a couple of papers touching the subject of virtual graphics and virtual environments 

for tv productions. 

In the article, virtual graphics for broadcast production [39], the authors discuss uses of real-

time virtual graphics for TV production instead of extensive post-production techniques which 

are used in film productions. The technology and techniques used in both production types 

are similar in their roots, differencing mostly in their speed of getting applied. While on TV 

broadcasts the speed of production needs to be almost instantaneous, the film production 

can support months of intensive computer use and post-production. At the same time, the 

budget is marginally different, being on the lower side on TV productions. TV productions also 

rely on interaction between real and virtual content, thus the need of real-time content [39]. 

In another article, Creating Broadcast Interactive Drama in an NVE [40], the authors review 

the use of an networked virtual environment architecture in an interactive television drama 

show. This allowed the producers to create interactive television where all children could 

participate through a web interface shaping each episode beforehand and testing newly 

created tools to be used with NVEs to create new broadcast content [40]. 

2.3 Existing Technologies 

During the research on the technologies to be used for this product, other potential 

technologies that could have been used showed up. Each technology researched will have a 

description and what are the pros and cons in using it to develop a product for the problem 

at hand.  

At the end of this discussion, in Table 2, you will find a summary of characteristics of possible 

technologies and the pros for development of our product. 

The technology selected for the development of this product is Unity, which is maintained and 

developed by Unity Technologies. Unity is a game engine written in C++, initially developed as 

an OS X exclusive engine, and now with support of over 25 platforms. Unity technologies main 

solution has been Video Games, lately entering the areas of Film, Automotive & 

Transportation, Architect, Engineering & Construction, Gambling, EdTech and XR. Their 
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objective is to develop a rich and extensible editor which can accommodate the production 

workflow of all parts of development, ranging from, the programmer, to the sound designer 

and the artists. Unity is used to create over half of the games in the world [41]. 

Unity allows the fast iteration and development of interactive content, while simultaneously 

maintaining high-quality performance and graphics. The reason for this is their initial 

development direction being video games, which are highly interactive and dynamic. This will 

allow faster iteration and lowering the economical pricing of the product, due to all the 

necessary tools already being there [41]. 

This technology was chosen, as the technology for our product, due to its flexibility and quality 

in creating interactive graphical intensive applications. It uses C# as their scripting language 

and includes tools such as a User Interface (UI) framework, 3D graphics setup and good 

runtime performance, which allows for faster development of the respective product and 

lowering the economic costs instead of developing something from scratch. The other reason 

being, that the developer is already knowledgeable with this technology, in comparison to 

other technologies discussed later. The development costs for this product is zero, however it 

requires a paid license after putting the product commercially available and obtaining enough 

revenue  [41]. 

Unreal Engine, maintained by Epic Games, is a game engine written in C++, initially developed 

for first-person shooters, and now used for any kind of games, including Massive Multiplayer 

Online Role-Playing Games (MMORPG), Massive Online Battle Arena (MOBA) and more [42]. 

Unreal Engine 4 is the latest iteration of the game engine, its placed as a complete suite of 

development tools when working with real-time technologies. Its focus is on photoreal 

rendering in real-time, using technologies such as physically based rendering, lightning 

channels and more. While at the same time giving all the tools necessary to the developer to 

create amazing content without the need of programming [42]. 

This technology allows to iterate and develop high fidelity graphics, while at the same time 

making it highly dynamic or even interactive. The dynamic and interactive abilities are due to 

the technologies main target area, which is Video Games. Video games are highly dynamic and 

interactive applications. So this technology, due its nature, will allow the more rapidly 

iteration of our product, making use of all the development tools created. [42] 

This technology was not chosen, due to the developer not having knowledge in both the 

technology, Unreal Engine 4, and the underlying programming language, C++. The learning of 

this technology is considerable time-consuming. Nonetheless, it could have been one of the 
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best technologies to be used, if not due to the steep learning curve. One of the products 

discussed previously in chapter 2.1 makes use of this technology to improve their on-air 

graphics creation, Brainstorm [43]. Licensing wise, this technology is free to use and includes 

the source code to be inspected and changed under their own EULA. After publishing the 

game, Epic Games asks for a 5% fee [44]. 

Godot, maintained by Juan Linietsky and Godot Core Contributors, is another game engine 

developed to compete with the big commercial game engines together with the open-source 

community. This technology focuses on giving the tools necessary for development of video 

games, while keeping the costs free and allowing competition with the older more renown 

technologies. As a more recent entry to the market of game engines, Godot makes use of new 

and improved concepts allowing for improved performance and usability, while at the same 

time giving everyone a way to use their tools however they want. They have support for 

various programming languages, such as, C#, C++, ActionScript and VisualScript [45]. 

This technology, in the same way Unreal Engine 4 does, allows to iterate and develop amazing 

products, it is, at the moment, more focused for 2D products, however its 3D engine is 

improving by leaps each release [45]. 

For the same reason as Unreal Engine 4, this technology was not chosen either, due to its 

steep learning curve to create a great end-product. Nonetheless it could be a great 

technology, not only due to its open-source nature, but also as it being a new entrant using 

new technologies as a base for our product. Licensing wise this technology is licensed under 

the MIT license, making it free to use, adapt and release commercially [46]. 

Node.js, maintained by the Node.js Foundation, is a JavaScript runtime. It allows for 

asynchronous events driven by JavaScript in runtime and lets developers execute server-side 

scripts [47]. 

This technology allows for the seamless communication and event management between the 

on-air graphics animations. However, it has no graphics rendering engine, so that would need 

to be or pre-rendered or use of other JavaScript libraries to make it more dynamic. Node.js is 

used in NodeCG [11], one of the products discussed earlier.  

This technology allows for a lot of things, but only the basic architecture and communication 

is already in place making it more time consuming to add the graphics creation part or adding 

more overhead with more libraries. Feature wise, it only solves our problem partly, making us 

need to find more tools to develop the solution for our problem. License wise, it is open source 

and free to use commercially, making use of their own license [48]. 
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OpenGL, maintained by Khronos Group, is one of the most widely adopted graphics API for 

both 2D and 3D applications, with purposes such as, content creation, game development, 

CAD, manufacturing and virtual reality. Their focus with OpenGL is to enable developers create 

high-performance and visually compelling graphics. Its independent of programming 

languages and platform graphic APIs, focusing completely on rendering graphics [49]. 

This technology allows the rendering of high performant visual content, giving all the tools 

needed for developers to maximize the hardware capabilities in an easy, reliable and scalable 

way [50]. 

OpenGL will allow the development of high-fidelity on-air graphics and their animation, 

however the knowledge needed will be quite substantial. It only gives us the tools to render 

the graphics on the hardware, so there will be a need to develop most of the other necessary 

parts of the program from scratch, in comparison to using one of the, mentioned before, game 

engines. For software developers, its free to use, only applying licenses to hardware vendors 

[50]. 

Vulkan, also maintained by Khronos Group, is the next generation of API graphics, succeeding 

OpenGL. In contrary to OpenGL, which develops scalable and robust graphics API for both 2D 

and 3D graphics, Vulkan aims for high-performance real-time 3D graphics on various 

platforms. It is intended to give better performance, balancing the Central Processing Unity 

(CPU) and Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) output in a more optimised way, including a lower-

level API, so more direct access to the hardware, removing some barriers that OpenGL had, 

and also parallel tasking [51]. 

Vulkan, as said before, succeeds OpenGL. Its technology improves all the aspects of OpenGL, 

allowing developers for a much lower-level API and almost direct access to the hardware, 

which advances the graphics possibilities and performances [52]. 

Metal, developed by Apple, is another graphics API, aimed at increasing performance and 

giving the tools to developers to almost directly access the hardware in a similar way to 

Vulkan. Metal is only developed for apple products, improving their graphics output and 

performance [53]. 

In comparison to Vulkan, Metal is a better graphics API if you are aiming solely for apple 

products, which isn’t the case, so the technology pretty much falls through the water [53]. 

DirectX 12, maintained by Microsoft, is similar to Vulkan and Metal, but rather focuses on 

Windows platforms solely, the same Metal does with Apple products. It gives developers 
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almost direct access to the hardware, allowing the development of higher quality graphic 

renderings [54]. 

Table 2 will have a summary of all the technologies main features and what pros they have on 

the development of our product. 

Table 3 – Summary of characteristics of possible technologies and the pros for development 

of our product. 

Technology name & 
Developer/Maintainer 

Main Features Pros for development of our product 

Unity – Unity 
Technologies 

• Rich editor and tools 

• Dynamic Content 

• Real-time render engine 

• Game Engine 

• Free till revenue limits 

• Developers Knowledge and motivation 

• Fast prototyping 

• All tools necessary included 

Unreal Engine – Epic 
Games 

• Complete development 
suite 

• Real-time render engine 

• High-fidelity graphics 

• Game Engine 

• Free till revenue limits 

• Fast prototyping 

• All tools necessary included 

Godot - Juan Linietsky 
and Godot Core 
Contributors 

• Open source 

• Complete development 
suite 

• Improved stability and 
performance 

• Real-time render engine 

• Game Engine 

• 100% Free, no licensing fees 

• Fast prototyping 

• All tools necessary included 

Node.js – Node.js 
foundation 

• Execution of server-side 
scripts in JavaScript 

• Async Runtime events 
management 

• 100% free 

• Web development 

• Asynchronous event management 

OpenGL – Khronos Group • Market standard graphics 
API 

• High-performance graphics 
rendering 

• Market standard 

• Free to use, no licensing for software 
vendors 

• Great graphics API 

Vulkan – Khronos Group • Succeeding OpenGL 

• High-performance graphics 
rendering 

• Almost direct hardware 
access 

• Even better graphics API 

• Free to use, no licensing for software 
vendors 

Metal - Apple • Apple standard graphics API 

• Almost direct hardware 
access 

 

DirectX 12 – Microsoft • Windows standard graphics 
API 

• Almost direct hardware 
access 

• Improved windows graphics api.  
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3 Analysis and Design of the solution  

The product to be developed will allow the 

creation of dynamic on-air graphics including the 

flexibility to support various business rules and 

the extendable approach to make it easier for 

multiple third-party integrations.   

This solution will vary with the other products in 

the same target market area in the creation of 

animated and dynamic overlays, while being more 

economical in comparison to the high-end 

products. This will allow the improvement of 

individuals and small companies in the production 

of their live broadcasts. Such a solution is possible, 

due to the decisions made, like which technology 

is used, as discussed in chapter 2 in the state of 

the art, where the reason of the decision on the 

respective technology for the development of the 

solution was explained.  

The solution will help in the creation of 

professional looking dynamic overlays. It will 

allow the setup of overlays, dynamically allow the 

text on it to be changed based on text files or APIs 

and animating the various parts of an overlay, 

using templates as a base.   

As seen in Figure 6, the solution will have two users, a create user and a broadcast user. The 

create user is the one responsible for creating the overlays and joining all items together. The 

broadcast user is responsible for the use of the overlays created in a live production. The 

system user is responsible for all the use cases executed through events by the product. 

 

Figure 6 - Use case model.  
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3.1 User Stories 

This section has a list of all the user stories requested. The user stories aim to create an easy 

communication tool that indicates what the end-user needs are. 

US1. As a broadcast user, I want to change to broadcast mode, so that I can use all the 

broadcast tools. 

US2. As a create user, I want to change to create mode, so that I can use all the create tools 

US3. As a create user, I want to see all the options available where I click, so that I can start a 

specific option. 

US4. As a create user I want to be able to add items, so that I can create the overlays I want 

• US4.1. As a create user I want to be able to add an image item, so that I can import 

the image part of the overlays created in other applications.  

• US4.2. As a create user I want to be able to add a default item, so that I can create 

items with nothing for organisation purposes. 

• US4.2.  As a create user I want to be able to add a text item, so that I can add text to 

the overlay  

US5. As a broadcast user I want to be able to output the overlay to other applications, so that 

I can use the overlay created in my broadcast. 

Acceptance Criteria: The output needs to be either done through Spout or NDI at least. 

US6.  As a create user I want to be able to create new scenes, so that I can create items for 

the respective scene. 

US7. As a create user I want to be able to delete scenes, so that I can remove unnecessary 

scenes. 

US8. As a create user/broadcast user I want to be able to change between scenes to work on 

or show other scenes created. 

US9. As a create user I want to be able to re-order the items in the item hierarchy so that I can 

re-order the list.  

• US9.1. As a create user I want to be able to re-order items in the item hierarchy so 

that I can re-order what images are on top of others based on order in the item 

hierarchy 
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• US9.2. As a create user I want to be able to put an item as a child of another item so 

that I can have a tree hierarchy of items. 

• US9.2. As a create user I want to be able to remove items from other items so that I 

can re-child the items to the correct parent item 

US10. As a create user I want to be able to create a project, so that I can create overlays for 

another project. 

US11. As a create user and a broadcast user I want to be able to load another project, so that 

I can work on/with multiple projects.  

US12. As a create or broadcast user I want to open the application and load the last opened 

project, so that I can get back to work as fast as possible minimizing downtime. 

US13. As a create user I want to be able to edit values of an item, so that I can modify the 

overlay to my needs. 

• US13.1. As a create user I want to be able to change the name of an item, so that I can 

more easily identify what the item relates too. 

• US13.2. As a create user I want to be able to change the position, rotation and scale 

of an item so that I can modify how the item looks to my needs. 

• US13.3. As a create user I want to be able to edit the animation values, so that the 

animation can look different than the template.  

• US13.4.  As a create user I want to be able to edit the image item values, so that I can 

change the image to my needs. 

• US13.5. As a create user I want to be able to edit text item values, so that I can change 

the text to my needs. 

US14. As a create or broadcast user, I want to safely exit the application, so that my work gets 

saved correctly.  

US15. As a create user I want to be able to export items or scenes as a template, so that I can 

easily share complete overlays or parts with other people. 

US16.  As a create user I want to be able to import templates, so that I can easily use content 

created by other users.  

US17. As a create user I want to be able to add animations from a previously existing 

animation template to an item, so that I can animate the overlay 
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US18. As a broadcast user I want to be able to execute the animations added to the overlay, 

so that I can animate the overlay during the broadcast. 

US19. As a broadcast user I want that the system executes animations on determined events 

happening in the product. 

As can be seen in Table 4, each use case has one or multiple User Stories mapped to it. 

Table 4 – Use cases mapped to user stories 

Use case User Stories 

UC01 – Add to a scene a default item • US4.2. 

• US3. 

UC02 – Add to a scene an image • US4.1. 

• US3. 

UC03 – Output the overlay • US5. 

UC04 – Create a new scene • US6. 

• US3. 

UC05 – Delete a scene • US7. 

• US3. 

UC06 – Change between scenes • US8. 

UC07 – Move items in item hierarchy • US9. 

UC08 – Create a project • US10. 

UC09 – Load another project • US11. 

UC10 – Change Item Values in Inspector • US13.1. 

• US13.2. 

UC16 – Add an animation to an item • US17. 

UC17 – A Broadcast user executes an 

animation 

• US18. 

UC18 – The system executes an animation • US19. 
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3.2 Supplementary requirements 

To specify the supplementary requirements, the FURPS+ model is used for classifying software 

quality attributes [55]. In this chapter you will find the depiction of global, or semi-global 

requirements, that do not depend on specific use cases, such as usability, reliability, 

performance, supportability and other requirements. 

3.2.1 Functional Requirements  

The main objective of the product is to professionalize the look of live broadcast in the low-

end markets. It must allow the user to capture the final creation to be used in live broadcasts, 

while having reliable import and export of templates functions.  

The product saves the current working projects on various moments. On closing the program, 

on changing modes and on opening other projects.  

All the errors are logged to a persistent storage.  

You can find all the specific requirements in chapter 3.1.1 User Stories. 

3.2.2 Usability  

To obtain great usability the product needs to base itself upon design and interactions from 

competitors’ products and products used by the same target market for other purposes. The 

important parts of the usability of the program will be to create a similar naming scheme, 

shortcuts and ways to create or access functionalities and content. This will help to make the 

learning curve much easier.  

Some of the products to base upon from competitors’ products are OBS Studio and Resolume.  

Some of the products to base upon that are used by our target market are Adobe Photoshop, 

Adobe After Effects, Gimp and Microsoft Paint. 

The user interface needs to be appealing and able to satisfy the functional requirements in an 

intuitive way, as can be seen in the wireframe for the create mode in Figure 7.  

1. Menu bar. This bar will have all the options that exists in the project.  

2. Tools bar. This bar will have all the buttons to specific tools and status indicators of 

the current state of the project. 
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3. Item Hierarchy. This panel will have the list of the items in the current active scene. 

4. Scene List. This panel has the list of all scenes in current active project. 

5. Overlay panel. This panel has all the rendered components of the overlay created. This 

one is always in the aspect ratio defined by the user in the settings, independent of 

the program screen size. 

6. Inspector view. This panel will show all the settings of the item selected in the item 

hierarchy. 

 

Figure 7 – Wireframe of Create Mode 

In Figure 8, you can see the wireframe of the broadcast mode: 

1. Menu Bar. Same as Create mode 

2. Tool Bar. Same as create mode, can have other tools shown. 

3. Animation List. This panel will have the list of all animations to be executed manually 

in the scene selected. 

4. Scene List. Same as create mode. 

5. Overlay Panel. This panel has all the rendered components of the overlay created. 

Works in the same way as the create mode Overlay Panel. 
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Figure 8 – Wireframe of broadcast mode. 

The app window needs to be resizable starting at a minimum screen size of 1024 length and 

585 width and not having a maximum screen size.  

The solution needs to be consistent and responsive to a variety of computer screen sizes and 

aspect ratios, ranging from laptop screens to high resolution screens.    

3.2.3 Reliability  

The product has the need to be robust and durable with a low failure frequency.  Specifically, 

in broadcast mode the product must be able to work with a low failure rate for hours straight 

(minimum of 4 hours with continuous use).  

The product in create mode, whenever a failure occurs, should revert the use case to its 

starting point deleting the changes done throughout it.  

During broadcast mode, in case of a failure, there needs to be well implemented recovery 

techniques as to be able to get back where it was before the failure as fast as possible, with 

the minimum downtime possible.  
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3.2.4 Performance  

The product needs to be performant as it will need to share resources with other programs in 

execution on the same hardware, such as the streaming product, the browser or even a video 

game.  

The product needs to have scalability, as to continue being performant while creating more 

advanced overlays with more complex relations, inputs and outputs.  The product needs to be 

performant with overlays starting 1-10 scenes and around 10 items with 0-2 animations each, 

to 30-50 scenes with over 30 items each and 5+ animations per item. 

In terms of increasing features, the product needs to be scalable as well, especially to easily 

allow creation of new item types and the addition of new animation templates, these last one 

the developer shouldn’t need to have programming knowledge and can be done through the 

Unity User Interface. 

The objective is to have as fast as a response time as possible in all areas of the product. 

Especially the broadcast mode where actions executed needs to be almost instant on 

broadcast user click. In create mode the response time can be a bit lower especially when 

executing the importing functionalities of images or bigger files. 

It is only possible to have 1 application open at the same time, or else there will be 

interference on possible saved data. This means only 1 user (broadcast user or create user) on 

the same computer can have the application open and running. 

3.2.5 Supportability  

The product needs to be thoroughly tested, mostly through Functional Tests, due to the 

product being highly UI intensive. The rest of the product, mostly related to business rules, 

needs to be tested using unit tests.  

The product, to be able to maintain it well, needs to have everything documented using code 

comments where necessary, including the necessary error checking when setting up the 

project, to be sure when building there won’t be issues related to the requirements needed 

in code.  

The products file importer needs to be compatible with various formats, ranging from JPG, 

PNG, MP4, and more.  
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3.2.6 Implementation Restrictions  

The product will be using Unity Engine, together with the C# programming.  This will indicate 

the need of understanding the Unity Editor and respective project architecture needed to 

develop a project using the technology. The architecture used by Unity is a component and 

data-driven architecture, while maintaining the logic of Object-Oriented programming. 

The product will be limited to the windows platform.  

3.2.7 Interface Constraints  

The product will need to output the overlays in real-time to a various of programs to be 

captured, using technologies such as spout and NDI, the objective is to make it easily 

extensible to various other ways in the future.  

It will need to be able to obtain input from various sources, such as spreadsheet, text files, 

APIs, etc…  

3.2.8 Hardware Constraints  

The hardware desktop will need to have a considerable prowess to be able to execute this 

product together with others needed to create a live broadcast, in case of only using one pc 

setup.  The hardware constraints will be less when being in a multi-pc setup.  

As indicated in the performance requirements, there is a need to have a minimum of 

performance with a respective number of scenes. This implies a minimum hardware and the 

number of application able to be running at the same time. 

3.3 Domain Problem  

In Figure 9, you see depicted the domain model of the problem. It includes all the entities and 

value objects requested by the user stories.  

In this project our most import entity is Item. It is the object where all the data related to the 

imported graphics, animations or other settings are saved. It can be extended to various other 

types like, text items, image items, and others. Each item can have child items, making it 

possible to create tree structures in a scene. If an item is a child of another, then some of the 

item settings are influenced and based upon the item above as their starting point.  
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An item can have multiple animations, these animations are created based upon an animation 

template, so the both animation and animation template need to have the same animation 

values entity. 

A scene, in this case, is a collection of all the items and normally indicate a correlation between 

them. For example, all the items that constitute a countdown screen can be considered a 

scene.  

A project is a collection of all the scenes, which are for a specific broadcast. It includes all the 

scenes needed to execute a broadcast from start till the end.  

A template is a collection of specific items only or collection of scenes, which are created to 

be shared around/exported and easily imported into the current project.  

 

Figure 9 - Domain Model, can be found bigger in Figure 98 in Annex 1. 

3.4 Design 

In this product the architecture will be component and data driven as Unity makes it easy to 

work with this architecture in mind. This will allow the parallel execution of multiple 

components on various Game Objects. Most of these components will be non-context specific 

allowing for exchangeability [56]. With this data-driven architecture, on some aspects, there 

will be a separation of the functionalities from the data.  

Nonetheless, the project will follow a customized version of the Model-View-Controller (MVC) 

pattern. This pattern is quite popular due to its ability to separate application logic from the 

user interface layer, allowing for a better modularity of the program [57].  In our case, the 

customized MVC pattern can be seen in Figure 10.  
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Figure 10 – Customized MVC pattern 

The MVC pattern was customized due to the architectural decision in completely separating 

the Main UI view, the UI where a user executes all the use cases, from the overlay view, which 

is the end result and what will be send over to another application to be broadcasted. 

The model is responsible for the maintainability of the data, which in our case will be done 

using non unity contextual objects except for attribute objects, such as Transform on the Item.  

The controller will be responsible for two interactions in our program contrary to the normal 

MVC pattern. Firstly, it will be responsible for controlling the interactions between the UI View 

and the model. Secondly, it will also be responsible for notifying the overlay controller of 

changes done through the UI view, after it is done changing the model.   

The overlay controller controls the interactions between the controller and the overlay view. 

The overlay view in our case will be the end-result of what happens when changing the values 

of an item and what will be output, in the size determined by the project, to external 

applications. 

The UI view will have all the options and visuals for when using the program to create or 

broadcast overlays. 

The development of the use cases and user stories will always have in mind the following 

principles: 

• GRASP, which includes principles such as the information expert, controller, high 

cohesion, low coupling, polymorphism, creator, protected variation and indirection. 

• SOLID, which includes principles such as single responsibility, open-closed, Liskov 
substitution, interface segregation and dependency inversion. 
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3.4.1 UC01 - Add to a scene a default item 

The design of this use case uses the following order of sequence, as seen in Figure 11 and 

Figure 13: 

1. Creating the model item. 

2. Adding the model item to the model scene 

3. Adding the item in the item hierarchy 

4. Creating the respective overlay item from the model item. 

This use case makes use of the following patterns: 

• Factory pattern, to create the model item and overlay item. 

 

Figure 11 – Sequence Diagram (SD) of UC01 – Add to a scene a default item. Can be viewed 

bigger at Figure 99 in Annex 1. SD of the context menu can be found in Figure 13. 

3.4.2 UC02 – Add to a scene an image 

The design of this use case uses the following order of sequence, as seen in Figure 12. 

1. Obtaining the image to be imported. 

2. Creating the model item. 

3. Adding the model item to the model scene 

4. Adding the item in the item hierarchy 

5. Creating the respective overlay item from the model item. 
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The file browser used is from a 3rd party asset obtained from the Unity Asset Store and licensed 

under the MIT license [58].  

This use case makes use of the following patterns: 

• Factory pattern, to create the model item and overlay item.  

 

Figure 12 – Sequence Diagram of UC02 – Add an image to a scene. A bigger view can be found 

at Figure 100 in Annex 1. 

As both UC01 and UC02 executes the same add item to current scene method, the diagram 

was separated for easier readability. The SD of this context menu can be found in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13 – SD – Add Item to Current Scene sub-diagram 

3.4.3 UC03 – Output the overlay 

The design of this use case uses the following order of sequence, as seen in 

 

Figure 14: 

1. Clicking on the button 

2. Enabling/disabling the output mode selected in the output settings 

The following output modes are available: 

• NDI [59] 

• Spout [60] 

The use of these output modes is done through a library created by Keijiro Takashi and given 

access under the MIT license. In the case of NDI, the NDI dynamic library is that comes 

together with the NDI library is licensed under NDI® SDK License Agreement [59]. The spout 

API is licensed under the Simplified BSD licence [60]. 
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Figure 14 – Sequence Diagram of UC03 – Output Overlay 

3.4.4 UC04 – Create a new Scene 

The design of this use case uses the following order of sequence, as seen in  

Figure 15. 

1. Clicks on create new scene 

2. Creates a new scene model. 

3. Creates a new scene UI button in the scene list 

4. Creates the respective scene in the overlay UI 
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Figure 15 – Sequence Diagram of UC04 – Create a new Scene. Can be found bigger in Figure 

101 in Annex 1. 

3.4.5 UC05 – Delete a scene 

The design of this use case uses the following order of sequence, as seen in Figure 16. 

1- Finds the scene it was hovered upon through raycast. 

2- Deletes the scene from the project 

3- Validates the current active scene and changes it in case it is the one being deleted. 

4- Reloads the scene List based on the updated project. 
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Figure 16 – Sequence Diagram of UC05 – Delete a scene. Can be found bigger in Figure 102 in 

Annex 1. 

3.4.6 UC06 – Change between scenes 

The design of this use case uses the following order of sequence, as seen in Figure 17. 

1- Sets the active scene in the project to the selected scene. 

2- Updates the overlay content to the selected scene 

3- Updates the item hierarchy 

 

Figure 17 – Sequence Diagram of UC06 – Change between scenes. Can be found bigger in 

Figure 103 in Annex 1. 
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3.4.7 UC07 – Move Items in item hierarchy 

This use case is divided in 3 different alternatives. 

1. The item is dropped upon another item in the centre, so it gets added as a child. 

2. The item is dropped above another item, so it moves above that item 

3. The item is dropped below another item, so it moves below that item 

The item dragging functionality was based on a method found in the Unity Manual [61]. The 

project controller and Overlay Controller is accessed through its singleton instance. 

The design of this use case uses the following order of sequence, as seen in Figure 18. 

1. Initiates the dragging 

2. During dragging sets position of the temporary GameObject 

3. On drop, finds the item button it was dropped upon 

4. One of the three alternatives happen 

a. Item is dropped upon another item in the centre 

i. Adds the item as a child to the item dropped upon 

b. Item is dropped above another item 

i. Item is moved to above the item dropped upon 

ii. Sorting order of the items below are updated 

c. Item is dropped below another item 

i. Item is moved to below the item dropped upon 

ii. Sorting items of the items below are updated 

5. Updates the scene 

6. Updates the sorting order of the renderers/items that need the sorting order. 
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Figure 18 – Sequence diagram of UC07 – Move Item Hierarchy. Can be found bigger in Figure 

104 in Annex 1. 
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3.4.8 UC08 – Create a project 

The design of this use case uses the following order of sequence, as seen in Figure 19. 

1. Saves the current project 

2. Creates a new project 

3. Change the current active project to the newly created project 

The project controller is accessed through its singleton instance. 

 

 

Figure 19 – Sequence Diagram of UC08 – Create a project 

3.4.9 UC09 – Load another project 

The design of this use case uses the following order of sequence, as seen in Figure 20. 

1. Saves the current project 

2. Load project from file based on name 

3. Change the current active project to the loaded project 

The project controller is accessed through its singleton instance. 
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Figure 20 – Sequence Diagram of UC09: Load another project 

3.4.10 UC10 – Change Item Values in Inspector 

This use case is done through the use of listeners, adding a listener to a OnUpdate of the 

inputfield, which will execute the changedValue Method on the inspector controller. The 

overlay controller is accessed through its singleton instance. 

The design of this use case uses the following order of sequence, as seen in Figure 21. 

1. Updates the model item value 

2. Updates the overlay item to the changes done 

 

Figure 21 – Sequence Diagram of UC10: Change Item values in inspector 
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3.4.11 UC16 – Add an animation to an item 

The design of this use case uses the following order of sequence, as seen in Figure 22. 

1. Selecting the template to be added 

2. Obtaining the data from the template 

3. Creating an animation based on the template 

4. Creating the animation panel in the inspector view 

The program controller is accessed through its singleton instance 

 

Figure 22 – Sequence Diagram of UC16: Add an animation to an item. Can be found bigger in 

Figure 105 in Annex 1. 

3.4.12 UC17 – A Broadcast user executes an animation 

The design of this use case uses the following order of sequence, as seen in Figure 23. 

1. Obtains the animations to execute 

2. Animates the value from the animation 
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Figure 23 – Sequence Diagram of UC17 – Execute an animation.  

3.4.13 UC18 – The system executes an animation 

The design of this use case uses the following order of sequence, as seen in Figure 24. 

3. Obtains the animations to execute 

4. Animates the value from the animation 

 

Figure 24 – Sequence Diagram of UC18 – Execute an animation. Can be found bigger in 

Figure 106 in Annex 1.  
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4 Implementation 

Unity is primarily a game engine, focused on giving all the tools necessary to create complex 

video games, without needing to develop all the tools for the designers. This is a big difference 

between normal software products and video games. While normal software products main 

development team consists of mostly software developers, in the case of a video game that is 

not the case. The video game development team consists of various jobs ranging from game 

designers, to artists, to animators and software developers, which all have access to the 

project during development and add their own works to it. So, in this case, due to unity being 

a game engine, it is highly focused on giving the tools needed to all the non-software 

developers to let the software developers focus on the game mechanics/features instead.  

As explained above, this will allow the designers and artists add content without the need of 

intervention of a software developer. This will also affect how this project is developed.  

The whole user interface, and user interactions are done through the unity editor interface. 

In some of our use cases or user stories, you can find a UI script which is where it starts, or it 

starts immediately through the controller as the editor already has all the UI initialization pre-

setup [62].   

The most important concept in the Unity editor are GameObjects. These constitute as the 

container object where all the components and scripts are added to, giving them 

functionalities [63].  These GameObjects are made either through the unity editor or 

instantiated through code. In our case, GameObjects are used through two means, one is 

through creating them in the editor to setup UI components or manager objects, as seen in 

Figure 25, the other one is instantiating prefabs (more on this below) through code at runtime.  
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Figure 25 - Unity Game Object with script attached 

As, indicated the in the Unity Manual, “Unity’s Prefab system allows you to create, configure, 

and store a GameObject complete with all its components, property values, and child 

GameObjects as a reusable Asset.” [64]. All the times you see an instantiate, it will instantiate 

(also explained as cloning) a prefab, previously created and setup, as a GameObject in the 

Unity scene. 

At the same time, through code, to reference another script, or object, instead of having to 

pass it through the method, the script will have variable which, through the unity editor, you 

can set another GameObject to, for example, as seen in Figure 26.  

 

Figure 26 – Referencing other GameObjects or scripts through the Unity editor example. 

The implementation makes use of this referencing method, whenever something is not 

necessarily dynamically loaded, or the need to reference the other component is only done 

sparingly across various other components, or to make it easier for a designer to change the 

object to reference. The other method which could be used on referencing other objects, or 

scripts, is using the FindObjectOfType() from Unity, which return the object that matches the 
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type [65]. However as said in the manual, it is suggested to not make use of this method 

because it is slow, due to the need to search through all objects and respective components 

in an Unity Scene [65]. Also, as suggested by them, you can make use of the Singleton pattern 

to increase performance on referencing other components. The classes that make use of the 

Singleton pattern are: 

• Project Controller. 

• Overlay Controller 

• Program Controller 

The implementation of the singleton is done as seen in Figure 27, where the class is 

implemented in the classes that will be considered singletons. 

 

Figure 27 – Code snippet of Singleton Behaviour. 

As indicated In Figure 27, to create a singleton, you obligatory need to use the method 

FindObjectOfType(), though it is not as bad as the use of this method is only done once 

whenever the first time the singleton is necessary, which is usually only at start-up. 

4.1 Description of the Implementation 

The project implementation is based upon the MVC architecture. This architecture, as 

explained in the design chapter, and can be seen in Figure 10, makes it easier to change each 

respective layer without the interference of others. The objective, with the implementation, 

is to make use, as much as possible and reasonable, of previously created assets and plugins 

so that the development time and costs are lowered.  

This chapter, it will have an explanation how the implementation was done throughout the 

various parts and use cases that are implemented. 
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4.1.1 Domain Implementation 

Domain entities, as indicated in chapter 3.2 and Figure 9, are not Unity objects, as they don’t 

need to be components or execute unity related functions, such as Start and Update [66]. The 

main task for these objects is containing all the data necessary and maintaining the business 

rules between them.   

Of these, the project entity is the main entity which houses all the other ones (except for the 

template entity). Most methods related to adding item entities or scene entities go through 

this entity, due to being responsible of knowing what the current active scene is, as seen in 

Figure 28.  

  /// <summary> 

        /// Executes the adding of a scene item on the currentActiveScene 

        /// </summary> 

        /// <param name="itemToAdd">The item to be added to the current active 

scene.</param> 

        public void AddItemToCurrentScene(Item itemToAdd) 

        { 

            currentActiveScene.AddSceneItem(itemToAdd); 

        }         

Figure 28 – Code snippet of adding an item to current scene from the Project class. 

A project constitutes of multiple scene entities. A scene entity is aimed as a container for all 

item entities related to a determined content. This entity manages everything related to the 

items it has stored inside it. Functionalities such as: adding items to the respective scene, 

sorting the items, increasing order and more, as an example Figure 29.  

        /// <summary> 

        /// Add an to this scene. 

        /// </summary> 

        /// <param name="itemToAdd">Item to add.</param> 

        public void AddSceneItem(Item itemToAdd) 

        { 

            sceneItems.Add(itemToAdd); 

            SortLists(); 

        }  

Figure 29 – Code snippet of the method AddSceneItem on the Scene Class. 

A scene constitutes of multiple Item entities. An item entity is the most vital object in the 

project, as most of the functionalities occur around this entity. As seen in the domain model 

in Figure 9, the item makes use of polymorphism to expand the functionalities of an item 

entity. In this case, the Default item constitutes of all the general components that all item 
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entities require, which equals to “Item” in our domain model.  In this case there is going to be 

an Image Item and Text Item. Image item extends the item class by adding all the data 

necessary for images, while the text item sub extends by adding all the data necessary for text 

content.  

The idea behind this polymorphism is due to the default item having all the base needs for all 

the different kinds of items and each specific item only extends its functionality. This style of 

polymorphism allows the setup of all the different kinds of needs for each item type, including 

making use of the typeof method, to check what type of class the item is, while in general 

always passing through the main item class. As an example, in the snippet in Figure 30, that 

depending on what kind of item it is it creates the respective overlay item (more info on 

overlay items in the chapter 4.1.5 Overlay), thus allowing for lower coupling between 

functionalities of the program. 

        private GameObject CreateOverlayItem(Item item,Transform 

parentTransform) 

        { 

            if (factoryGO == null) 

            { 

                factoryGO = GetComponentInParent<OverlayFactory>(); 

            } 

            GameObject itemGOCreated = null; 

            if (item.GetType() == typeof(Item)) 

            { 

                itemGOCreated = factoryGO.CreateEmptyOverlayItem(item); 

            } 

            else if (item.GetType() == typeof(ImageItem)) 

            { 

                itemGOCreated = factoryGO.CreateImageOverlayItem(item as 

ImageItem); 

            } 

            if (itemGOCreated != null) 

            { 

                itemGOCreated.transform.SetParent(parentTransform,true); 

            } 

            return itemGOCreated; 

        }  

Figure 30 – Code snippet of creating an overlay item in SceneOverlay Class. 

The factory pattern is used in creation of the item types. This allows for easier creation, hiding 

the complexity of construction in the factory method, as an example seen in the code snippet 

in Figure 31.  
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        public static ImageItem CreateImageItem(string imagePath) 

        { 

            ImageItem itemCreated = new ImageItem(); 

            itemCreated.imagePath = imagePath; 

            itemCreated.name = "DefaultName-" + itemCreated.globalOrder; 

            return itemCreated; 

        }  

Figure 31 – Code snippet of the CreateImageItem method in the Item Factory class. 

As seen in the domain model in Figure 9, the items can have animations. An animation 

constitutes of what parameter it is animating, the event on when it is getting executed and 

the animation values. The animations are created based upon animation templates previously 

set-up. An animation template is made using the Scriptable Objects of Unity [67].  A scriptable 

object is used as a data-container, containing the animation values to be used in an animation, 

as seen in Figure 32. These are easily made through the unity editor and allows for someone 

to create multiple templates in a relatively small timeframe. 

    [CreateAssetMenu(fileName = "animationTemplate",menuName = "Braver/Create 

Animation Template")] 

    public class AnimationTemplate : ScriptableObject 

    { 

        [SerializeField] 

        private AnimationParameters animationParameter; 

        [SerializeField] 

        private AnimationRuntime defaultValues = new AnimationRuntime();  

Figure 32 – Code snippet of AnimationTemplate class inheriting from ScriptableObject class. 

Both the ItemAnimation and AnimationTemplate classes, have an AnimationRuntime 

parameter, which contains all the data relative to an animation, such as value, duration and 

fromCurrentPosition. 

An ItemAnimation is created based upon a template, so the constructor of an ItemAnimation 

needs obligatory to passthrough an animation template, as seen in Figure 33.  
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        public ItemAnimation(AnimationTemplate animTemp) 

        { 

            InitFromTemplate(animTemp); 

            animID = ANIMATION_ID; 

            animExecution = AnimExecution.Manual; 

            ANIMATION_ID++; 

        }         

        private void InitFromTemplate(AnimationTemplate animTemp) 

        { 

            animation = new AnimationRuntime(); 

            animParameter = animTemp.ObtainAnimationParameter(); 

            animation.value = animTemp.ObtainDefaultValue(); 

            animation.duration = animTemp.ObtainDefaultDuration(); 

            animation.fromCurrentValue = animTemp.ObtainFromCurrentValue(); 

        }  

Figure 33 – Code snippet of creation and initialization of an item animation. 

4.1.2 Broadcast/Create modes 

The software is constituted in two different modes each serving a purpose. The create mode 

constitutes of all the functionalities related to creating and setting up all the on-air graphics. 

The broadcast mode constitutes of all the functionalities related to the output of the overlays 

created in create mode during a live broadcast. 

The program manages in which state it is at any given time, the switch is done through the 

program manager script. As these are statically set, it can be easily accessed from multiple 

places. The mode is managed by an Enumerator constituted of create and broadcast. 

At any given time, it is visible in which mode the user is, as seen in Figure 34. The switching 

between the modes enables and disables the respective UI canvas.  An UI canvas, in Unity 

terms, is a container for a group of UI elements shown on the screen. It manages the render 

mode and the sorting order between various canvas if they exist [68]. The switching between 

the canvases enables/disables features for the respective mode, lowering the cluttering and 

diminishing the error probabilities. 
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Figure 34 – Changing mode buttons on the UI, currently in create Mode. 

Some of the features of Create mode are: 

- Item Hierarchy 

- Item Inspector 

- Creating and changing items 

- Creating and deleting scenes. 

Some of the features of Broadcast mode are: 

- Outputting the overlay 

- Start/stopping animations 

Some of the features in common between the modes: 

- Changing between scenes 

- Loading projects 

The full feature list allowed for each method are indicated in the analysis of the requisites in 

chapter 3.1. 

4.1.3 Scene List 

The scene list is what visually indicates the user what scenes there are in the current project, 

as seen in Figure 35, it also includes all the functionalities related to it.  

 

Figure 35 – Scene List UI 

The scene list UI constitutes of a UI panel with a Scroll Rect UI Component. A Scroll Rect is a 

functionality which allows to easily fit content inside a UI Panel and adding scroll functionality 
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if there is more content outside of it [69]. It can add scroll functionally both horizontally and 

vertically, but in our case only vertically is necessary. A scroll rect needs to have as a child a 

viewport panel adding it as a mask to a content panel, which is a child of the viewport panel. 

The content GameObject is the father of all the scene buttons, as can be seen in Figure 36. 

This content GameObject makes use of a vertical layout group [70], which automatically lays 

out the child items in a vertical list, including GameObjects added in runtime.  

 

Figure 36 – Game objects UI hierarchy 

As seen in Figure 36, each scene GameObject in the scene list constitutes of a button and a 

Scene button script. This script manages everything related to the button events. Each button 

has the knowledge of which Scene it relates too. 

In this case, the usage of Unity pre-implemented OnClick functionalities are to execute the 

change scene method from that scene button script, as seen in Figure 37. This method 

requests the scene lists UI to change the scene to the scene associated to the scene button.  

The scene list UI executes the change scene event on all the other necessary components of 

the software, these being, the item hierarchy, the overlay controller and the project 

controller. The project controller will set the scene as the current active scene in the project. 

The overlay controller will de-activate all game objects related to the previous scene and 

enable the game objects of the current scene (If the current scene was never selected, it will 

create the respective GameObjects). The item hierarchy will update its list to the content of 

the newly selected scene.  
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Figure 37 – Scene button UI On Click event change scene 

The scene list is created on initialization, reading from the previously opened project, this is 

done in the method LoadProject which can be seen in Figure 38. This method is the one 

responsible for populating the scene lists with the respective sceneButton prefab whenever a 

project is loaded.  

        public void LoadProject(Project project) 

        { 

            for (int i = 1; i < this.transform.childCount; i++) 

            { 

                Destroy(this.transform.GetChild(i).gameObject); 

            } 

            sceneOverlayGOList.Clear(); 

 

            Scene currentActiveScene = project.ObtainCurrentActiveScene(); 

            foreach (Scene scene in project.ObtainSceneList()) 

            { 

                bool setCurrentScene = currentActiveScene.Equals(scene); 

                CreateNewScene(scene, setCurrentScene); 

            } 

        }  

Figure 38 – Code snippet of LoadProject method in class OverlayController 
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The delete scene functionality in the scene list is executed through the context menu when 

right-clicking on the scene list. It makes use of raycasting[71] to check what scene button is 

underneath the mouse position on context menu opening to obtain the scene to be deleted. 

4.1.4 Item hierarchy 

The item hierarchy, is the panel which shows all the items inside the current active scene, 

including its relation to any parent item in a tree layout, as can be seen in Figure 39. The scene 

list is always in charge of re-loading the item hierarchy when changes happen.  

 

Figure 39 – Item Hierarchy UI 

The item hierarchy works in a similar way to the scene list UI, however it includes some more 

features, such as collapsing items with children, and drag and drop to re-order items in the 

list. The same way as the Scene List, the item hierarchy, constitutes of a Scroll Rect, a viewport 

and a content GameObject, where respectively the item buttons reside. 

The item hierarchy is a tree layout, this is done through having two types of prefabs, one of 

the being a normal default prefab, and one prefab with an extra dropdown button, which will 

be responsible for showing/hiding the children items. Unity wise, the respective GameObject 

buttons, are always a parent to the content GameObject, not following the tree layout, as 

seen in Figure 40. This is due to the vertical layout group which automatically lays out all the 

children objects in a vertical list, but not the children of those children. As this is the case the 

game objects with the dropdown button, have knowledge of the respective children items and 

enables/disables them whenever clicked.  

 

Figure 40 – GameObject organisation of the Item Hierarchy in the Unity GameObject 

Hierarchy 
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The initialization of the item hierarchy makes use of the same methods when the creating 

items use case is executed. As can be seen in Figure 41, it always shows the respective active 

scene, so there is no possibility to have incoherent active scene and item hierarchy.  

        public void OnSceneChange() 

        { 

            //Delete existing items 

            for (int i = contentObject.childCount-1; i >=0; i--) 

            { 

                Destroy(contentObject.GetChild(i).gameObject); 

            } 

 

            Scene currentScene = 

ProjectController.Instance.currentProject.ObtainCurrentActiveScene(); 

            //Create all UI items 

            foreach (Item item in currentScene.ObtainSceneItems()) 

            { 

                if (item.HasChildrenItems()) 

                { 

                    GameObject mainObj = CreateItemWithChildren(item, 1); 

                    mainObj.SetActive(true); 

                } 

                else 

                { 

                    GameObject mainObj = CreateItemButton(item); 

                    mainObj.SetActive(true); 

                } 

            } 

        }  

Figure 41 – Code Snippet of OnSceneChange in class ItemHierarchy 

 The instantiating of items with children items is done through a recursive method. This will 

allow having less duplicated code, while also allowing for easy indentation setup to the 

children items, as can be seen in Figure 42. 
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        private GameObject CreateItemWithChildren(Item item,int identation) 

        { 

            GameObject itemButtonCreated = Instantiate(itemButtonWithDropdown, 

contentObject); 

            SetupItemButton(item, itemButtonCreated); 

            foreach(Item childItem in item.ObtainChildrenItems()) 

            { 

                GameObject subItemCreated = null; 

                if (childItem.HasChildrenItems()) 

                { 

                    subItemCreated = 

CreateItemWithChildren(childItem,identation+1); 

                } 

                else 

                { 

                    subItemCreated = CreateItemButton(childItem); 

                } 

                if(subItemCreated != null) 

                { 

                    

itemButtonCreated.GetComponent<ItemButtonWithChildren>().AddItemButtonAsChild(

subItemCreated,identation); //Necessary for correct view toggling. 

                } 

            } 

            return itemButtonCreated; 

        } 
 

 

Figure 42 – Code Snippet of CreateItemWithChildren in the ItemHierarchy Class. 

The item hierarchy implements a drag and drop functionality to make it easy for a user to re-

order and create children items in the item hierarchy. This functionality implementation is 

based upon an example provided by Unity Technologies [61]. The difference between the 

example and our implementation is solely on how to process the dropping of an item. The 

ItemDragHandler script is associated to each Item button GameObject in the item hierarchy 

list. The dragging is done through constantly updating a newly created dummy GameObject 

position to the current mouse position, while taking into account the needs of the 

IBeginDraghandler, IDragHandler and IEndDragHandler interfaces.  

When the item gets dropped, the program will execute a raycast, to check what items are 

below the mouse position when the drop happened. After which, through the raycast results, 

the code tries to find a GameObject with a tag [72], which allows to find the respective item 

button GameObject which was dropped upon. After it has found the GameObject it executes 

the following events: 
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1. Checks if the button dropped upon is the same button as the one being dragged 

2. Checks if the buttons dropped upon is a child item of the one being dragged. 

3. Checks if the button was dropped on the top part, which will execute the add item 

above method. 

4. Checks if the button was dropped on the bottom part, which will execute the add item 

below method. 

5. Checks if the button was dropped on the centre part, which will execute the add item 

as child. 

Checking where the button was dropped upon is done through dividing the button height by 

4 and checking in which areas of the 4 it got dropped upon, basing it on screen position of 

both the mouse and the button, as can be seen in Figure 43. 

    if (position.y + buttonHeightBy4 < mousePosition.y) 

    { 

        //Change item to above item in hierarchy 

        Debug.Log("Above"); 

        AddItemAboveOrBelowHovered(thisItem, itemHovered,true); 

    } 

    else if (position.y - buttonHeightBy4 > mousePosition.y) 

    { 

        //Change Item to below item in hierarchy 

        Debug.Log("Below"); 

        AddItemAboveOrBelowHovered(thisItem, itemHovered, false); 

    } 

    else 

    { 

        //Child the item to the item hovered. 

        Debug.Log("AddChild"); 

        ProjectController projectController = ProjectController.Instance; 

        if (projectController.RemoveItemFromScene(thisItem)) 

        { 

            itemHovered.AddChildrenItem(thisItem); 

            Scene currentScene = 

projectController.currentProject.ObtainCurrentActiveScene(); 

            currentScene.IncreaseOrderItem(thisItem, false); 

        } 

    }  

Figure 43 – Code snippet of checking where the button was dropped 

The re-ordering or moving is just a user-friendly way of explaining the phenomenon. As in 

truth, what happens is the removal of the item from the respective list and its addition to the 

new list, and later sorting the respective list in order. Both adding above and below methods 
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are similar, as in the only difference being is that the button hovered upon increases the 

respective order or not, as can be seen in Figure 44. It also makes sure of the possibility to 

drag above or below an children item and moving it from one parent to another parent if 

necessary. 

    private static void AddItemAboveOrBelowHovered(Item thisItem, Item 

itemHovered,bool above) 

    { 

        ProjectController projectController = ProjectController.Instance; 

        Scene currentScene = 

projectController.currentProject.ObtainCurrentActiveScene(); 

        if (ProjectController.Instance.RemoveItemFromScene(thisItem)) 

        { 

            int itemHoveredOrder = itemHovered.globalOrder; 

            Item fatherItem = itemHovered.fatherItem; 

            if (fatherItem != null) // 

            { 

                fatherItem.AddChildrenItem(thisItem); 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                projectController.AddItemToCurrentScene(thisItem); 

            } 

 

            currentScene.IncreaseOrderItem(itemHovered, above); 

            thisItem.globalOrder = itemHoveredOrder; 

            currentScene.SortLists(); 

        } 

    } 
 

 

Figure 44 – Code snippet of AddingItemAboveORbelowHovered in class ItemDragHandler 

 The add an item as a child is simpler as it will just be added to the end of the list of the parent 

item.  

4.1.5 Overlay 

The overlay is the most important part of the product, as this is where the user will be able to 

see the result of the imported images, value changes and animation execution. Or, basically, 

the end-result of an on-air graphic, as an example Figure 45. 
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Figure 45 – Example of an on-air graphic created in the product 

 The overlay is captured using another camera then the UI. The overlay camera is an 

Orthographic camera which renders itself onto a render texture.  A render texture is a special 

texture which allows for runtime capturing and rendering onto itself, and use it as a material 

on various objects [73]. This render texture is rendered as a raw image [74] on a UI Panel 

which is showed in either the create mode or the broadcast mode.  

The resolution of the overlay has two different types. The canvas resolution and the output 

resolution. The output resolution is set on the texture renderer, as seen in Figure 46.  

 

Figure 46 – Render texture settings and size. 
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The canvas size is the size of where the content can be added in the product and where it is 

visible. To change the canvas size, it needs to be changed in two places, in the UI panel aspect 

ratio fitter, where the aspect ratio needs to be set according to the size requested and the 

overlay camera size,  which is half of the height of the size requested.   

For each item type existing in the app, it needs a respective overlay item. An overlay item is 

the concrete setup of all the requirements necessary to show the item to the user in the 

overlay. The setup of each item is done in two parts, one of them being the pre-setup of a 

prefab with the necessary Unity components, and a script which organises the whole 

initialization and updating of the respective game object instantiated through the prefab.  

An Item overlay directly relates to an item. Initialization and updating is never passed through 

parameters to the item overlay GameObject, but rather obtained from the associated item. 

As an example, Figure 47, which shows the update method obtaining the new position of the 

item. This update method is not a Unity method. Unity itself has a native Update method 

which is called each frame, however that is barely used throughout the project, and not in the 

case of this example. 

    private void UpdateTransform() 

    { 

        Transform thisTransform = this.transform; 

        thisTransform.localPosition = itemSO.position; 

        thisTransform.localEulerAngles = itemSO.rotation; 

        thisTransform.localScale = itemSO.scale; 

    }  

Figure 47 – Code snippet of UpdateTransform method in Class ItemOverlay 

 In the same way an item is created, a new overlay item is also created making use of a Factory 

to hide the constructing and initialization process of the prefab. 

The initialization of a default item overlay only associates the respective item and updates the 

item overlay values from it if necessary. The initialization of an image item overlay also sets 

up the sprite renderer and obtains the texture from an URL. A sprite renderer renders a 

respective sprite [75] in a 3D space, on a 2D plane [76].  This sprite is created in run-time based 

upon the texture loaded through UnityWebRequests functionalities.   

As indicated on the documentation, UnityWebRequest provides a system to compose and 

handle HTTP requests [77]. As seen in Figure 48, the texture is obtained from an URL. This URL 

can either be a file path (adding file:// transforms the path into a usable URL for 

UnityWebRequests), or a website URL with an image.  
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    IEnumerator LoadImageFromDisk(string filePath, System.Action<Texture2D> 

textureObtainedCallback) 

    { 

        using (UnityWebRequest uwr = 

UnityWebRequestTexture.GetTexture(filePath)) 

        { 

            yield return uwr.SendWebRequest(); 

 

            if (uwr.isNetworkError || uwr.isHttpError) 

            { 

                Debug.Log(uwr.error); 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                var texture = DownloadHandlerTexture.GetContent(uwr); 

                textureObtainedCallback(texture); 

            } 

        } 

    }  

Figure 48 – Code Snippet of ObtainTextureFromDisk method in class ImageItemOverlay 

The scene GameObject is a pre-created prefab which includes a SceneOverlay script. This 

script manages everything related to the respective overlayItems of the respective 

SceneOverlay GameObject. The content of a scene constitutes of GameObjects, as described 

above, from prefabs. The content is dynamically added as a child to the sceneOverlay 

GameObject, this is done in the same way as adding items to the item hierarchy UI, as can be 

seen in Figure 49, the only difference being that the items are not UI GameObjects, can be 

various types and, in case the item has children, the respective children items are created as 

children GameObjects. This allows for having the tree functionality when changing values of 

father GameObjects, while the values of the children are relative to the father local position 

and not global position.  
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    private void LoadScene() 

    { 

 

        for (int i = this.transform.childCount-1; i > 0; i--) 

        { 

            Destroy(this.transform.GetChild(i).gameObject); 

        } 

 

        foreach (Item item in scene.ObtainSceneItems()) 

        { 

            if (item.HasChildrenItems()) 

            { 

                LoadChildrenItemsRecursive(item,this.transform); 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                CreateOverlayItem(item,this.transform); 

            } 

        } 

        loadedScene = true; 

    }  

Figure 49 – Code Snippet of LoadScene method in class SceneOverlay 

A scene content is only loaded whenever it is the first time it is changed to the respective 

scene. After the load happened once, it is only enabled and disabled whenever changing 

between scenes through the scene list. 

4.1.6 Output 

When in broadcast mode, the user has the possibility to output the overlay to another 

product. The technologies used to output the overlay are NDI® and Spout.  

NDI®, also known as Network Device Interface, is a technology developed by Newtek which 

enables compatible systems and devices to connect and exchange data over IP, such as video, 

audio or any other data [78]. This technology allows for increasing production quality without 

needing costly equipment’s and cables to transfer huge amounts of data. It is mostly used in 

multiple hardware setups.  

Spout [79] is a real-time video sharing framework for windows. It shares the textures rendered 

by the graphics driver between the multiple applications, allowing for easy access respectively.  

The project makes use of an implementation of both NDI [59] and Spout [60] by Keijiro, a Unity 

technologies developer, who created plugins to allow Unity apps to share video data between 

itself and other compatible applications of the respective technologies.   
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Both plugins make use of render textures to share the frames through the technologies. This 

was the reason to use render textures as the base for showing the on-air graphic, to be sure 

that what the user sees in the app is exactly the same as what is output through the render 

texture into these technologies, as can be seen in Figure 50. 

 

Figure 50 – NDI Output GameObject 

4.1.7 Inspector 

The inspector panel is where all the data related to a determined item is shown and gives the 

possibility to the user to change it. This panel works in the same way as the Item Hierarchy. It 

makes use of a Scroll Rect, has a viewport and a content object where the dynamically loaded 

items will be added and shown.  

Each part of an item has a respective prefab associated, which will dynamically get the content 

values of the item, as seen in Figure 51.  

 

    public void LoadItem(Item itemSelected,GameObject itemButton) 

    { 

        for (int i = content.childCount - 1; i >= 0; i--) 

        { 

            Destroy(content.GetChild(i).gameObject); 

        } 

 

        OverlayController.Instance.SelectItem(itemSelected); 

 

        selectedItem = itemSelected; 

        LoadGeneralOptions(itemSelected,itemButton); 

        LoadAnimationOptions(itemSelected); 

    }  

Figure 51 – Code snippet of loadingitem data in the InspectorController Class. 
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These will both set the content of the input fields and other User Interface part to the current 

value and, also, add a listener to the OnValueChanged of various types of UI, as can be seen 

in Figure 52. 

    Transform position = transformChild.GetChild(1); 

    TMP_InputField[] vec3IF = 

position.GetComponentsInChildren<TMP_InputField>(); 

    vec3IF[0].text = itemSelected.position.x.ToString(); //X 

    vec3IF[0].onValueChanged.AddListener(x => 

ChangePositionX(itemSelected,x)); 

 

    vec3IF[1].text = itemSelected.position.y.ToString(); //Y 

    vec3IF[1].onValueChanged.AddListener(x => ChangePositionY(itemSelected, 

x)); 

 

    vec3IF[2].text = itemSelected.position.z.ToString(); //Z 

    vec3IF[2].onValueChanged.AddListener(x => ChangePositionZ(itemSelected, 

x));  

Figure 52 – Code snippet of setting and adding a listener to an InputField UI. 

4.1.8 Saving/Loading projects 

To make the project load-able and save-able the project makes use of the Odin Serializer [80]. 

Odin serializer is a fast, robust, powerful and extensible .NET serializer built for Unity. This 

serializer is faster, and has more capabilities, especially to serialize native Unity classes. 

The serialization using Odin serializes the Project object, which contains all the elements that 

the user added or changed. This is serialized into a byte array and lastly written into a file using 

C# default I/O methods, as can be seen in Figure 53. At the same time, it indicates that the 

project that was saved as being the last opened project. The last opened project allows for the 

program to know on start-up which project to load, in case there are multiple projects by 

default. It also allows for saving what projects exist currently on the PC. The serializing of the 

project list is done in the same way of the save project, only difference being the type it 

serializes. However, the last loaded project is saved to registry, making use of Unity 

PlayerPrefs [81], which is native way to store and access player preferences across sessions. 
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    public static void SaveProject(Project project) 

    { 

        byte[] jsonBytes = 

SerializationUtility.SerializeValue<Project>(project, DataFormat.JSON); 

        File.WriteAllBytes(Application.persistentDataPath + "/" + 

project.projectName + ".pr", jsonBytes); 

        ProgramController.SetLastOpenedProject(project.projectName); 

    }  

Figure 53 – Code snippet of method SaveProject in class SaveProjectController 

The loading of a project is done through deserializing the file written too. As can be seen in 

Figure 54, the data is put into an array of bytes, which after gets deserialized using Odin 

Serializer and returns the project deserialized. 

    public static Project LoadProject(string projectToOpen) 

    { 

        var readBytes = File.ReadAllBytes(Application.persistentDataPath + "/" 

+ projectToOpen + ".pr"); 

        var loadedProject = 

SerializationUtility.DeserializeValue<Project>(readBytes,DataFormat.JSON); 

        return loadedProject; 

    }  

Figure 54 – Code snippet of loadProject in class LoadProjectController. 

4.1.9 Animations 

Animations are a crucial part of the product. It is this part which allows the users to create 

better overlays then just static images. In the case of our product, the animations are done 

through the use of a 3rd-party asset named DOTween [82]. DOTween is a “fast, efficient, fully 

type-safe object-oriented animation engine, optimized for C#” [82], which allows animating 

almost every parameter necessary.  

One of the animations implemented is the changing position of an animation, as seen in Figure 

55. A tween is normally a way to execute an animation starting current values to another 

value, so if the value of Is From Current Position is false, it means that the animation should 

end in the current position and start at the value proposed. Due to the way rewinding the 

animations with the asset, there is a need to execute a callback on the methods that use .From 

to reset the position whenever OnRewind is called.  
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    public static void AnimatePosition(ItemAnimation anim, Transform 

transformToAnimate) 

    { 

        if (anim.IsFromCurrentPosition()) 

        { 

            DOTween.To(() => transformToAnimate.localPosition, x => 

transformToAnimate.localPosition = x, 

anim.ObtainValue(),anim.ObtainDuration()).SetId(anim.AnimId); 

        } 

        else 

        { 

            Vector3 currentPosition = transformToAnimate.localPosition; 

            DOTween.To(() => transformToAnimate.localPosition, x => 

transformToAnimate.localPosition = x, anim.ObtainValue(), 

anim.ObtainDuration()).From() 

                .OnRewind(() => OnResetTransformFrom(transformToAnimate, 

currentPosition)).SetId(anim.AnimId); 

        } 

    }  

Figure 55 – Code Snippet of Animate Position Method in Animation Controller class 

The tweens are saved and cached so, with a simple call of DOTween.RewindAll(). It rewinds all 

the animations that got executed to their starting value. 

There are two methods to execute animations, manually and on scene load. This setting is 

previously set in create mode. Whenever the a change of scenes happen in broadcast mode, 

it both checks for animations that need to be executed and manual animations that are 

needed to be added to the animation list panel, as seen in Figure 56.  
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    private void ExecuteOnSceneChangeAnimation(Transform currentOverlayItem) 

    { 

        if (ProgramController.IsInBroadcastMode()) 

        { 

             

            for (int i = 0; i < currentOverlayItem.childCount; i++) 

            { 

                ItemOverlay overlayItem = 

currentOverlayItem.GetChild(i).gameObject.GetComponent<ItemOverlay>(); 

                Item item = overlayItem.ObtainItem(); 

                if (item.HasAnimations()) 

                { 

                    bool alsoExecuteFollowingAnim = false; 

                    GameObject currentAnimButton = null; 

                    AnimExecution previousExecutedAnim = AnimExecution.Manual; 

                    foreach (var itemAnim in item.ObtainAnimations()) 

                    { 

                        //OnSceneLoadAnimation 

                        if (itemAnim.animExecution == 

AnimExecution.OnSceneLoad) 

                        { 

                            previousExecutedAnim = AnimExecution.OnSceneLoad; 

                            AnimationController.AnimatePosition(itemAnim, 

overlayItem.transform); 

                            alsoExecuteFollowingAnim = true; 

                        } 

                        else if(itemAnim.animExecution == 

AnimExecution.Manual) 

                        { 

                            previousExecutedAnim = AnimExecution.Manual; 

                                currentAnimButton = 

animListUI.CreateAnimButton(itemAnim, overlayItem.transform); 

                        } 
 

 

Figure 56 – Code Snippet of Execute On Scene Change Animation method in Overlay 

Controller class. 

4.2 Tests 

Software testing are techniques used to validate the quality of the program with the objective 

of finding mistakes in the product. It is important to make use of these techniques because it 

allows the developing of more robust software [83]. There are usually two groups of testing 

techniques, those being black-box testing and white-box testing. Black box testing is usually 

called functional testing and designs test cases based upon the specification of the software 
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without allowing access to the source code of the product. Usually consists of giving input 

from the tester, to the software and validating the output with the product requirements [83]. 

White box testing designs test cases based upon the implementation of the source code. 

Normally these are created by the developer itself, executing specific methods with previously 

setup parameters. It focuses on the internal data flow of the product, validating that each part 

of the program correctly transports and changes the data according to the product 

requirements [83].  

White box testing can be sub-divided in two categories. Static white box testing, “which 

involves only the source code of the product and not the binaries or executable, static white 

box testing will be done before the code is executed or completed.” [83] and structural white 

box testing, “Testing take into account the code, code structure, internal design and how they 

are coded.” [83]. Static white-box testing is a method used at any time during the 

development of the software, which checks if the code written executes all the necessary 

requirements, by the developer or another knowledgeable person in the programming 

language. On the other hand, Structural white box testing has various methods that will 

analyse the code, its structure, its design and even its implementation, this is also known more 

regularly as unit testing. Its objective is to create full statement coverage on all the methods, 

validating it against the predefined results [83].  

4.2.1 Unit Tests 

Unit testing is generally performed by the programmers who write the code. It is a white box 

testing technique as it directly relates to the code implementation. They are small code 

fragments which check the results of the products source code [84]. The use of the unit tests 

is done to validate all the domain model business rules. The controllers and UI are not unit 

tested due to the need of user interaction when testing those, which opposes the unit testing 

format.  

Unity engine has their own test runner, due to the complexity of the engine. Unity test runner 

uses an integration of the NUnit library [85]. This integration allows for unit testing in a run-

time environment of the project, beside normal unit testing, however this is aimed at video 

games, so it is not useful in our case. 

In Figure 57, you can see all the unit tests created. 
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Figure 57 - Unit Testing list in Unity Test Runner 

It is not possible to get a concrete code coverage value of the tests written due to the nature 

of the technology. As written in the forum post [86], the code coverage tool is still in 

development. It is not possible to make directly use of native .Net/C# code coverage tool 

suites due to them not being able to find about the Unity engine API and because the 

respective test tools are directly implemented in the technology itself.  

Nonetheless, an approximation is possible. All the methods for each of the model items are 

tested at least once, mostly twice due to the methods having multiple results.   

4.2.1.1 Item Animation Tests 

The item animation tests are created to validate the Item Animation, Item Animation 

Template and Animation Runtime classes. All the Item Animation tests succeed and are 

executed in 0.056 seconds approximately, as seen in Figure 58.  
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Figure 58 – Unity Unit Test runner Item Animation Tests results 

The most important test method is the Item Animation Created From Template test, which, 

as seen in Figure 59, validates that the newly created item animation values are the same as 

the values of the template used to create it. 

    [Test] 

    public void ItemAnimationCreatedFromTemplate() 

    { 

 

        AnimationTemplate animTemplate = 

ScriptableObject.CreateInstance<AnimationTemplate>(); 

        animTemplate.animationParameter = AnimationParameters.Position; 

        animTemplate.defaultValues = new AnimationRuntime(); 

        Vector3 defValue = new Vector3(1, 2, 3); 

        animTemplate.defaultValues.value = defValue; 

 

        var itemAnim = new ItemAnimation(animTemplate); 

 

        

Assert.IsTrue(itemAnim.IsTypeAnimationParameter(animTemplate.animationParamete

r)); 

        Assert.IsTrue(itemAnim.IsFromCurrentPosition()); 

        Assert.AreEqual(0, itemAnim.ObtainDuration()); 

        Assert.AreEqual(defValue, itemAnim.ObtainValue()); 

    }  

Figure 59 – Unit Test Item Animation Created From Template 

The other test is solely to validate the default values of a template are correctly setup when 

created. 

4.2.1.2 Item Tests 

The Item tests validate all the methods relative to the Item class. All the item tests succeed, 

and are executed in 0.315 seconds approximately, as seen in Figure 60. 
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Figure 60 – Unity Unit Test Runner Item Tests results 

 There are tests who validate the construction of the items of all types through the 

ItemFactory, as seen in Figure 61 for the default item and Erro! A origem da referência não 

foi encontrada. for the Image Item.  

    [Test] 

    public void DefaultItemIsCreatedAndSetupThroughFactory() 

    { 

        Item item = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

        Assert.IsInstanceOf<Item>(item); 

        Assert.IsNotNull(item); 

        Assert.AreEqual("DefaultItem-",item.name); 

    } 

    [Test] 

    public void ImageItemIsCreatedAndSetupThroughFactory() 

    { 

        string path = "C://path"; 

        Item item = ItemFactory.CreateImageItem(path); 

        Assert.IsInstanceOf<ImageItem>(item); 

        Assert.IsNotNull(item); 

        Assert.AreEqual(path, ((ImageItem) item).imagePath); 

    }  

Figure 61 – Unit Test Default Item and Image Item is Created and Setup Through Factory 

In Figure 62, the unit test validates the requirement of items being equal. The attributes that 

are considered when comparing items are their global order and name.  
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    [Test] 

    public void ItemsAreEqualSameNameAndGlobalOrder() 

    { 

        Item item = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

        Item item2 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

 

        item.globalOrder = 1; 

        item2.globalOrder = 1; 

        item.name = "item"; 

        item2.name = "item"; 

 

        Assert.AreEqual(item,item2); 

 

        Item item3 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

 

        Assert.AreNotEqual(item,item3); 

    }  

Figure 62 - Unit Tests Item Are Equal with Same Name and Global Order 

All the following unit tests have two variations, those being in case the method executes on a 

respective child item of the item, testing if what happens to the child item is correctly reflected 

in its parent, as seen in Figure 63, and when the item does not have child items. 

The Remove Item functionalities is tested against if a child item is removed and if a child of a 

respective child item is removed correctly, while executing the method upon the highest up 

father, as seen in Figure 63. 

    [Test] 

    public void RemoveChildItemOfaChildItem() 

    { 

        Item item1 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

        Item item11 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

        Item item112 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

        Item item113 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

 

        item1.AddChildrenItem(item11); 

        item11.AddChildrenItem(item112); 

        item11.AddChildrenItem(item113); 

 

        bool removed = item1.RemoveItem(item113); 

        Assert.IsTrue(removed); 

        Assert.IsFalse(item11.ObtainChildrenItems().Contains(item113)); 

    }  

Figure 63 – Unit Test Remove Child Item of a Child Item 
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The sorting items functionalities is divided in two ways, one of them validating that the items 

are correctly sorted on adding itself as a child item to another item, and the other one is that, 

in case the global order number changes, as seen in Figure 64, it is sorted correctly. As 

indicated above, both have testing methods for either only children items, or with children of 

children items.  The sorting methods are validated through the global order attribute of the 

items, which should be in increasing order of access.   

    [Test] 

    public void ChildItemsAreSortedByItemOrderNumberAscWithChildItems() 

    { 

        Item item1 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

        Item item11 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

        Item item112 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

        Item item113 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

 

        item1.AddChildrenItem(item11); 

        item11.AddChildrenItem(item112); 

        item11.AddChildrenItem(item113); 

 

        item113.globalOrder = 2; 

        item112.globalOrder = 3; 

 

        item1.OrderChildItems(); 

 

        int startOrder = 1; 

 

        foreach (var sceneItem in item1.ObtainChildrenItems()) 

        { 

            startOrder = RecursiveTestSortChildrenItems(sceneItem, 

startOrder); 

        } 

    }  

Figure 64 – Unit Test Child Items Are Sorted by Item Order Number Asc with child items 

The methods that validate upon the children items with children items use a recursive 

method, Figure 65, that goes through how many layers of children items necessary. 
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    public int RecursiveTestSortChildrenItems(Item itemToTest, int startOrder) 

    { 

        Assert.AreEqual(startOrder, itemToTest.globalOrder); 

        startOrder++; 

 

        if (itemToTest.HasChildrenItems()) 

        { 

            foreach (var childrenItem in itemToTest.ObtainChildrenItems()) 

            { 

                startOrder = RecursiveTestSortChildrenItems(childrenItem, 

startOrder); 

            } 

        } 

        return startOrder; 

    }  

Figure 65 – Unit Test Extra Method Recursive Test Sort Children Items. 

Lastly, there are unit tests which tests the adding and existence of item animations to the 

respective item. The unit test in Figure 66, tests that the newly created animation is correctly 

created based upon the item template passed through the method. 

    [Test] 

    public void ItemAddsAnimationBasedOnTemplate() 

    { 

        Item item = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

 

        AnimationTemplate animTemplate = 

ScriptableObject.CreateInstance<AnimationTemplate>(); 

        animTemplate.animationParameter = AnimationParameters.Position; 

        animTemplate.defaultValues = new AnimationRuntime(); 

        Vector3 defValue = new Vector3(1, 2, 3); 

        animTemplate.defaultValues.value = defValue; 

 

        item.CreateNewItemAnimation(animTemplate); 

 

        var itemAnim = item.ObtainAnimations()[0]; 

        

Assert.IsTrue(itemAnim.IsTypeAnimationParameter(animTemplate.animationParamete

r)); 

        Assert.IsTrue(itemAnim.IsFromCurrentPosition()); 

        Assert.AreEqual(0,itemAnim.ObtainDuration()); 

        Assert.AreEqual(defValue, itemAnim.ObtainValue()); 

    }  

Figure 66 – Unit Test Item adds Animation Based On Template 
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4.2.1.3 Scene Tests 

The scene tests validate all the methods from the scene class. All the unit tests succeed and 

are executed in 0.287 seconds approximately, as seen in Figure 67. 

 

Figure 67 – Unity Unit Test Runner Scene Tests results 

The scene tests consist of validating the methods on adding the respective item types, 

removing items from a scene, sorting the scene items and increasing item order. In the same 

way of the Item tests, some scene tests have two variations, one of them being with only 1 

layer of children items, and the other with 2 layers of children items, as to validate the 

recursion.  

The scene tests include the testing on the addition of all item types to a scene and checks if, 

in case multiple are added, they are sorted correctly.  Also has a unit test on validating that 

scenes are not equal, which is done based upon their unique ID. 

The unit tests of sorting and removing items work in the same fashion as the item tests on 

removing and sorting, only differentiating with that the List to be validates is from the scene 

instead of a father item, as an example in Figure 68. 
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    [Test] 

    public void SceneItemsAreSortedByItemOrderNumberAscWithChildrenItems() 

    { 

        Scene scene1 = new Scene(); 

        Item item1 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

        Item item11 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

        Item item12 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

        Item item13 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

 

        Item item2 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

        ImageItem item3 = new ImageItem(); 

 

        item1.AddChildrenItem(item11); 

        item1.AddChildrenItem(item13); 

        item1.AddChildrenItem(item12); 

 

        scene1.AddSceneItem(item3); 

        scene1.AddSceneItem(item2); 

        scene1.AddSceneItem(item1); 

 

        int startOrder = 0; 

 

        foreach (var sceneItem in scene1.ObtainSceneItems()) 

        { 

            startOrder = RecursiveTestSortChildrenItems(sceneItem, 

startOrder); 

        } 

    }  

Figure 68 – Unit Test Scene Items Are Sorted by Item Order Number ASC with children items 

Beside those Unit tests, the scene tests also include tests to validate the increase item order 

methods. These tests are also divided in two ways, one of them validating the increasing of 

item order including the item to start increasing the order from as seen in Figure 69, and the 

other excluding it. 
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    [Test] 

    public void IncreaseItemOrderIncludingCurrentItemWithoutChildrenItems() 

    { 

        Scene scene1 = new Scene(); 

        Item item1 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

        Item item2 = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

        ImageItem item3 = new ImageItem(); 

 

        scene1.AddSceneItem(item1); 

        scene1.AddSceneItem(item2); 

        scene1.AddSceneItem(item3); 

         

        scene1.IncreaseOrderItem(item2,true); 

 

        int startOrder = 0; 

 

        foreach (var sceneItem in scene1.ObtainSceneItems()) 

        { 

            if (sceneItem.Equals(item2)) 

            { 

                startOrder++; 

            } 

            Assert.AreEqual(startOrder, sceneItem.globalOrder); 

            startOrder++; 

        } 

    }  

Figure 69 – Unit Test Increase Item Order Including Current Item Without Children Items 

4.2.1.4 Project Tests 

The project tests validate all the methods from the Project class. All the unit tests succeed and 

are executed in 0.015 seconds approximately, as seen in Figure 70. 

 

Figure 70 – Unity Unit Test Runner Project Results 

With the project tests the objective is to validate the correct creation of a new project, the 

creation of new scenes to the project created, and validating the active scene methods, such 

as set active scene and adding items to current active scene. 
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The Unit test in Figure 71 validates all the requirements of setting the active scene correctly, 

and other methods which not only sets the active scene, but also create the scene. The first 

assert is not equal, because the expected value is not a scene from the project, so it should 

not be able to be set active in the project.  

    [Test] 

    public void SceneIsSetAsActive() 

    { 

        Project project = new Project(); 

        Scene sceneToSetActive = new Scene(); 

 

        project.SetActiveScene(sceneToSetActive); 

 

        Assert.AreNotEqual(sceneToSetActive, 

project.ObtainCurrentActiveScene()); 

 

        Scene sceneNotActive = project.CreateNewScene(false); 

 

        Assert.AreNotEqual(sceneNotActive, 

project.ObtainCurrentActiveScene()); 

 

        project.SetActiveScene(sceneNotActive); 

 

        Assert.AreEqual(sceneNotActive, project.ObtainCurrentActiveScene()); 

 

        Scene sceneActive = project.CreateNewScene(true); 

 

        Assert.AreEqual(sceneActive, project.ObtainCurrentActiveScene()); 

    }  

Figure 71 – Unit test Scene Is Set as Active 

The following Unit Tests in Figure 72 validate the methods on adding a default item and an 

image item respectively.  
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    [Test] 

    public void AddDefaultItemToCurrentActiveScene() 

    { 

        Project project = new Project(); 

        Item item = ItemFactory.CreateEmptyItem(); 

 

        project.AddItemToCurrentScene(item); 

 

        

Assert.Contains(item,project.ObtainCurrentActiveScene().ObtainSceneItems()); 

    } 

    [Test] 

    public void AddImageItemToCurrentActiveScene() 

    { 

        Project project = new Project(); 

        ImageItem item = ItemFactory.CreateImageItem("C://path"); 

 

        project.AddItemToCurrentScene(item); 

 

        Assert.Contains(item, 

project.ObtainCurrentActiveScene().ObtainSceneItems()); 

    }  

Figure 72 – Unit Tests Add Default and Add Image Item to Current Active Scene 

Beside those Unit Tests, there is a unit tests which validates the correct construction of a new 

project, which respectively creates an empty scene.  

4.2.2 Functional Testing 

Functional testing is usually done by independent testers, who will verify, for the entire 

product, if the requirements or design specifications of the functionalities are output correctly 

[83]. The functionalities being tested are as follows: 

1. Adding a default item to a scene. 

2. Adding an image to a scene. 

3. Create a new scene. 

4. Delete a scene. 

5. Changing between scenes. 

6. Moving items in hierarchy with drag and drop. 

7. Creating a new project. 

8. Load another project. 

9. Updating general item values. 

10. Adding an animation to an item. 
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11. Executing an animation on an item 

12. Resizing the app window 

13. Opening the app multiple times 

14. Output the overlay through NDI 

15. Output the overlay through Spout 

4.2.2.1 Adding a default item to a scene 

The following steps are to be taken: 

1. Open the program 

2. Right click on the item hierarchy  

3. Hover over create item 

4. Click on create default item (Figure 73 

 

Figure 73 – Functional Test Adding a default item to a scene last step 

The results should be (Figure 74): 

1. Show a new item added in the item hierarchy list with the name “defaultItem-“. 

 

Figure 74 – Functional Test Adding a default item to a scene result 

4.2.2.2 Adding an image to a scene 

The following steps are to be taken: 

1. Open the program 

2. Right click on the item hierarchy 

3. Hover over create item 

4. Click on create image item 
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5. Selects testSprite1080x1080 image file (either .jpg or .png) in the file browser 

6. Click on the import image button  (Figure 75) 

 

Figure 75 - Functional Test Adding an image to a scene to a scene last step 

The results should be: 

1. The image is shown (Figure 77)  

2. The image is in the centre of the screen  

a. Can be checked by clicking on the item and seeing its values in the item 

inspector. 

3. The image is shown in its full size. (As of now the product has a screen size of 

1280x720) 

4. The item is shown in the item hierarchy (Figure 77) 

 

Figure 76 - Functional Test Adding an image to a scene to a scene result Overlay 

 

Figure 77 - Functional Test Adding an image to a scene to a scene result Item hierarchy 
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4.2.2.3 Create a new scene 

The following steps are to be taken: 

1. Open the program 

2. Right click on the scene list 

3. Click on create scene (Figure 78) 

 

Figure 78 - Functional Test Create a new scene last step 

The results should be (Figure 79): 

1. A new scene item is added to the scene list as the last one 

2. The item hierarchy is updated to see the items (empty) of the newly created scene. 

 

Figure 79 - Functional Test Create a new scene Result 
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4.2.2.4 Delete a scene 

The following steps are to be taken: 

1. Open the program 

2. Right click on the scene to be deleted 

3. Click on delete scene (Figure 80) 

 

Figure 80 - Functional Test Delete a scene Last Step 

The results should be (Figure 81): 

1. The scene clicked should be deleted from the scene list 

2. If the scene deleted was the currently active scene, change to the first scene in the 

list, or a new empty scene if the deleted scene was the last one in the list. 

 

Figure 81 - Functional Test Delete a scene Result 

4.2.2.5 Changing between scenes 

Pre-requisites: 

1. Having multiple scenes created 

The following steps are to be taken: 

1. Click on another scene in the scene list. 

The results should be: 

1. The Item hierarchy content changes to the items of the selected scene 

2. The overlay shows the respective items of the scene 

4.2.2.6 Moving Items in hierarchy with drag and drop 

Pre-requisites: 

1. Having at least 4 items in the item hierarchy of any type 
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The following steps are to be taken 

1. Drag an item (Figure 82) 

2. Drop the item 

 

Figure 82 – Functional Test Moving Items in hierarchy with drag and drop first step 

The results should be: 

1. Dropped above another item 

a. The item is moved to above the item dropped upon 

2. Dropped below another item 

a. The item is moved below the item dropped upon 

3. Dropped in the centre of another item 

a. The item is added as a child of the item dropped upon (Figure 83) 

 

Figure 83 - Functional Test Moving Items in hierarchy with drag and drop child result 

4.2.2.7 Creating a new project 

The following steps are to be taken: 

1. Click on File in the menu bar 

2. Select Create Project (Figure 84) 

 

Figure 84 - Functional Test Create a new project Second step 

3. Set the name of the project 
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4. Click Create (Figure 85) 

 

Figure 85 - Functional Test Create a new project last step 

The results should be: 

1. Current Project gets saved to disk and unloaded 

a. Open file: 

 C:\Users\<User>\AppData\LocalLow\GoatPixel\UnityMeetsOnAirGraphics\ProjectList.pr  

b. Last project name should be in there or first project (Figure 86). 

2. Empty scene is created with the empty project 

 

Figure 86 - Functional Test Create a new project – ProjectList.pr file result 

4.2.2.8 Load another project 

The following steps are to be taken: 

1. Click on file in the menu bar 

2. Select load project 

3. Select the project to be loaded (Figure 87) 

 

Figure 87 – Functional Test Load another project last step 
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The result should be: 

1. The current project is saved to file and unloaded 

a. Open file: 

 C:\Users\<User>\AppData\LocalLow\GoatPixel\UnityMeetsOnAirGraphics\ProjectList.pr  

b. Last project name should be in there or first project (Figure 86). 

2. The item hierarchy is updated with the respective active scene in the project. 

3. The scene list is updated with a list of all the scenes in the project that is loaded 

4.2.2.9 Updating general item values 

Pre-requisites: 

1. Having at least 1 item of any type created 

The following steps are to be taken: 

1. Click on one of the items. 

2. Change any value in the general options part of the inspector panel (Figure 88) 

 

Figure 88 – Functional Test Updating general item values 

The results should be: 

1. When changing the name: 

a. The name is updated in the item hierarchy 

2. When changing X, Y or Z values of position 

a. Changes the position respectively in the directions 

3. When changing X, Y or Z values of rotation 

a. Changes the rotation respectively of the item 

4. When changing X, Y or Z values of Scale 

a. Changes the scale respectively of the item. Changing Z has no effect on Image 

type items. 
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4.2.2.10 Adding an animation to an item 

Pre-requisites: 

1. Having at least one image item created 

The following steps are to be taken: 

1. Click on an item 

2. Select an item animation template from the list 

3. Click add animation (Figure 89) 

 

Figure 89 – Functional Test Adding an animation to an item last step 

The results should be (Figure 90): 

1. The inspector view shows that an animation got added  

 

Figure 90 - Functional Test Adding an animation to an item result 

4.2.2.11 Executing an animation added to an item 

Pre-requisites: 

1. At least one item created, one with visual content for easier identifying of the 

animations 

2. The respective item must have at least one animation added. 

3. The animation added must be either set to Manual or OnSceneLoad 

The steps to follow: 
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1. Click on To Broadcast Mode 

2. If animation(s) is set to onSceneload 

a. Change scene and see the animations start immediately 

3. If animation(s) is set to Manual 

a. Click Play button in the animation list from the respective animation (Figure 

91) 

The results should be: 

1. The animation gets played on the action 

 

Figure 91 – Functional Test Executing an animation added to an item animation list 

4.2.2.12 Resizing the app window 

The steps to follow: 

1. Open the program 

2. Go to the mouse to a corner of the product 

 

Figure 92 – Functional testing resizing screen second step 

3. Drag the window around to resize the app window 

4. Check if all UI is visible on various screen sizes and aspect ratios. 

The result should be: 

1. UI is always readable independent of size or aspect ratio, as seen in video [87] (The 

cursor in the video is in the corner as in Figure 92, however the software to capture is 

not capturing the real position of it). 

4.2.2.13 Opening the app multiple times 

The steps to follow: 
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1. Open the app once. 

2. App opens normally 

3. Open the app again 

4. Validate that there is only one instance running 

5. Click multiple times in a small timeframe on the executable 

6. Validate that there still is only one instance running 

The result should be: 

1. Only one instance of the app is running at all times. 

4.2.2.14 Output the overlay through NDI 

Pre-requisites: 

1. Having the NDI tools installed [88]. 

2. Having setup the project as doing the output with NDI. 

The steps to be followed: 

1. Open the overlay to be broadcasted 

2. Click start stream 

3. Open NDI Studio Monitor 

4. Obtain the overlay in the NDI Studio Monitor 

The result should be: 

1. The overlay is seen in the NDI Studio Monitor 

4.2.2.15 Output the overlay through Spout 

Pre-requisites: 

1. Having Spout installed [88]. 

2. Having OB Studio 32-bit Installed 

3. Having setup the project as doing the output with Spout. 

The steps to be followed: 

1. Open the overlay to be broadcasted 

2. Click start stream 

3. Open an OBS Studio 32-bit instance 

4. Add a camera to the scene items of OBS studio 

5. Select Spout cam 
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The result should be: 

1. The overlay is seen in the OBS Studio preview. 

 

 

4.3 Evaluating the solution 

To validate that the solution abides by the requirements imposed, a couple of tests where 

realized. The supplementary requirements will be the main requirements that will be tested. 

functional and reliability requirements where done through unit testing and functional 

testing.  

The usability requirements where not tested directly using usability testing methods that 

exist, however the creation of the interface and usability of the program was tested and 

developed with the help of professional designers.  

The performance and reliability tests were executed on the following hardware: 

1. Laptop 1: 

o CPU: Intel I5-6300HQ @ 2.3GHz (4 CPUs) 

o Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 530 + Nvidia GeForce GTX 960M 

o Memory: 8GB DDR4 Ram 

o Storage: 250GB Solid State Disk (SSD) + 1TB Hard Drive Disk (HDD) 

2. Desktop 1: 

o CPU: AMD Ryzen 7 2700 @ 3.4GHz (16 CPUs) 

o Graphics: Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 

o Memory: 32GB DDR4 Ram 

o Storage: 1TB SSD + 1TB HDD 

Between these two hardware sets, the desktop is a more performant machine. Just as will be 

concluded with the profiling, a simple scene with only a couple of scenes does not take a lot 

of performance from a pc. 

On these computers the tests where checked on CPU and memory consumption, using 2 

different projects, while having nothing open, beside OBS Studio. OBS Studio is used due to 

the need of capturing the overlay to output the result to the live broadcast. 

Project 1 constitutes of: 
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• 4 Scenes 

• On average with 5 items in each scene. 

• Almost all items contain an animation associated. 

Project 2 constitutes of: 

• 15 scenes 

• On average 10 items in each scene. 

• Almost all items contain at least one animation, with most having two (one manual 

and one on scene load). 

The profiling is executed in a development build making use of the Unity Profiler. The results 

are obtained in broadcast mode, constantly changing between scenes to execute the 

respective animations, not doing output.  

For the Laptop 1 with Project 1 the results can be seen in Figure 93. As can be seen, the CPU 

time is on an average below 5 Millisecond (MS). The memory allocations are constantly around 

257.2 Megabytes (MB).  

 

Figure 93 – Profile info on Laptop 1 with project 1. 

In Figure 94 project 2 is used, and can be seen in only a really small increase in CPU time due 

to the multiple animations, while the most influenced parameters is the memory due to 
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having more images loaded at the same time, in this case being at around 300.7 MB. This 

indicates an increase of only 50 MB in memory space for over double the amount of content.   

 

Figure 94 – Profile info on Laptop 1 with project 2 

For Desktop 1 with Project 1 the results can be seen in Figure 95. As can be seen the CPU Time 

is on average always below 1 MS, with the memory allocations being almost the same as with 

the laptop. Thus, if using better hardware, the product will run at an even better speed (1 MS 

is better than 5 MS).  
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Figure 95 – Profile results on Desktop 1 with project 1. 

For Desktop 1 with Project 2 the results can be seen in Figure 96. The same way when profiling 

project 1, you can see that even with more scenes, items and animations the project stays 

under 1 MS of response time, only getting higher in terms of memory due to, logically, more 

images being rendered on the screen. The same way the CPU is better, the performance of 

the memory will also affect how memory is allocated and saved. As we can see in desktop 1, 

both projects heavily make use of less memory than with laptop 1. This is due to the 

differences in processing speed and capacity of both the CPU and GPU. As they have more 

processing power, the speed that the images and changes get reflected and send back are 

much faster, needing of less memory for data to be saved to, as they just continuously stay 

with the respective hardware.  
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Figure 96 – Profile results on Desktop 1 with project 2 

There are some methods with some complexity, for example the Execute On Scene Change 

Animations Method in Figure 56, which has a complexity of at least 0(𝑛2) ∗ 𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑠. 

Though it has some complexity, the number of items the methods are going to loop through 

are never going to be in the terms of thousands, and on average are less than a hundred.  

In terms of scalability to multiple features, the project is developed with extensibility in mind. 

It is easy to implement new Items, requiring, depending on the setup complexity of the item, 

only 1 to 3 workdays of development. As an example, the development of the Image Item was 

done in 2 workdays. A workday is considered 8 hours approximately. 

For animation templates, any user with the minimum experience with Unity can create 

multiple templates through the Unity User Interface, due to the use of Scriptable Objects, 

without the need of coding, in a matter of a couple of minutes. 

To evaluate the product in a production environment, project 2 was created based upon an 

on-air graphic of a professional football game, which the company developed using HTML, CSS 

and JavaScript for the animations. The creation of this overlay took 1 hour to make, and one 

of the animated scenes can be seen functional in video [89]. This video was recorded in OBS 

Studio, capturing the output of the product through Spout. The scene recorded took around 
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15 minutes to be made in the product, while it took 45 minutes to be made with the company’s 

current methods. 

To validate the reliability of the product, both unit tests and functional tests were executed 

without errors. At the same time, the product was put up working for 5 hours straight 5 times 

over the span of a week, changing a scene and executing animations once each 30 minutes. 

No crashes happened. Even though to obtain good reliability testing only 5 times is not 

enough, and it does not directly relate to a broadcast environment, so it does validate 

completely the requirement indicated. It would need more time to be tested, especially in 

more production environments. At the same time, due to not being able to crash the product 

in any logical way, it was not possible to validate that the recuperation mechanics are not 

implemented as required. 

. 
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5 Conclusions 

As the need for more live content arises, more grows the need for products which can help 

create the so much needed content. The aim with this product is to give the tools of creating 

animated and professional overlays to the low and mid-end users who do not have the 

economical capabilities to obtain licenses of the high-end products.  

The big difference with what currently exists is that the low-end products have a lot of 

limitations in terms of animating images and dynamically updating content, while it is possible, 

it needs extra knowledge in programming to be able to create something different than usual. 

With the analysis of the state of the art in chapter 2.1, where various products got explored 

on their features and pricing with the needs of the public demand. It is possible to conclude 

that the pricier the product, the easier, less programming knowledge and more advanced the 

product will be, however there is a huge gap between the low-end and the high-end products 

in terms of feature parity on animations and dynamic content. This gap is where this product 

will be inserted, lowering the barrier on having animated and dynamic content features. 

To be able to create a product for everyone to use, there is a need to lower the development 

costs significantly. This is done using previously created technologies and their adaptions to 

the context of the product. In the case of this product the technologies chosen is Unity, due 

to its high-performance, great graphics fidelity and aim at video games, which just as our 

product, need highly animated and dynamic content.  

After the decision on what technology to use, came the need to analyse what the concrete 

requirements were. The use of the Unified Modelling Language (UML) was a necessity to 

iteratively analyse the requirements needs. As the product was developed using an agile 

approach with iterations, the development of all the user stories was done one by one, 

maintaining that each one of them needed to have an incremental feature to the end-product 

when completed.  

The product is performant, as can be seen in chapter 4.3, Evaluating the solution, where the 

performance testing is explained and the respective results. At the same time, through the 

existence of unit tests of the domain model classes, the product is stable in the base 

communications between the domain items. With the functional test, all the options in the 

product will be validated that all the concrete steps taken gives the exact wanted result. 
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5.1 Achieved Objectives 

As indicated in chapter 1.2.1 Objectives, the objectives are divided in two categories: Overlay 

Creation Module and Broadcast Overlay Module. 

For the overlay creation module, one objective was not completed, while the others were 

completed to their minimum requirements. A summary can be found in Table 5.  

The objective “creation of various items of an overlay” is completed with 2 out of the 4 initially 

thought item types. Them being, Default and Image, where the video and text item types are 

not implemented. The default item was selected, simply because it is the base of all the other 

item types and for the project in general. The image item type was the other item type to be 

implemented because images are considered the base for all on-air graphics. Without images 

there would be no on-air graphics. With these two item types it is possible to create most low-

end overlays. 

The objective “adding animations in an easy way to overlay items” is completed, it is, after 

clicking on an item, 2 clicks to add an animation based upon a template. It is only possible to 

animate position. 

The objective “import a variety of file types” is an objective which depends on the item types 

existing. For now, only png and jpg are supported due to having image item type implemented.  

The last objective “Import and export of easily shareable templates” is not implemented, 

however the domain model, as seen in Figure 9, already includes the template, so the whole 

product was developed with having easy expandability to having templates in the future. 

Table 5 – Overlay creation module objectives degree of achievement 

Objective Degree of achievement 

Creation of various items of an 

overlay 

2 out of 4 item types created, added Default and 

Image, missing text and video. 

Adding animations in an easy way to 

overlay items 

Completed, with only one type of animation 

possible.  

Import a variety of file types Is dependent on the first objective. Only images are 

accepted for now. 

Import and export of easily shareable 

templates 

The functionalities are not implemented, but the 

system is ready to easily make it possible. 
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For the Broadcast Overlay Module, one objective was not completed, while another only 

partially and the rest were completed. A summary of each objective can be found in Table 6. 

The objective “Control panel for broadcast” is completed based upon all the user stories that 

got completed. There is no missing user story that did get implemented but did not get into 

the UI of the broadcast control panel. 

The objective “Real-time data reading” was not completed due to limitations of time and 

change of focus on animations rather than data-reading. 

The objective “Execute animations” is completed. There are multiple methods to execute 

animations, one of them being based up-on application events, such as On Scene Load, and, 

of course, manually. 

The objective “Terminate animations mid-way” was not completed, however due to how the 

app was designed, whenever a scene change happens the respective animations from the 

scene that was showing before the change, gets terminated and reset. 

The objective “Transition between groups of items” is completed. A group of items is 

considered a scene and changing between scenes is possible.  

Table 6 – Broadcast Overlay Module objectives degree of achievement 

Objective Degree of achievement 

Control panel for broadcast The UI for the broadcast is different but based on 

the create mode and only has broadcast features, 

minimizing what is not necessary. 

Real-time data reading Not achieved. Neither for images nor with the text 

item. 

Execute animations Completed. There are two ways to execute 

animations, manually and on scene load.  

Terminate animations mid-way Not possible in the same scene. Animation will stop 

if you change scenes 

Transition between groups of items A scene is considered a group of items, which has 

the possibility to change between them.  
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5.2 Limitations and future work 

The product created has some limitations, as will be indicated in no specific order: 

Main Items (the items saved in the scene list) can only have as a maximum 7 levels of children 

items. This is due to unity serializer not being able to handle potentially infinite deep data. It 

is possible to go over the limit, however it is not suggested too. While it looks like an important 

limitation, the on-air graphics created barely get to such a level. It is possible to circumvent 

the limitation however this would need significant changes to almost all features of the 

product. 

The addition of new overlay item types is completely dependent if corresponding type exists 

and is supported by Unity or any 3rd party asset. There is always a possibility to develop an in-

house solution, but as the objective is to minimize development time, it is not suggested to if 

there is no demand. 

The unity overlay makes use of an orthogonal camera to make it easier to obtain the correct 

resolution sizes of the imported content in the preview and to the output. This will induce into 

not having the sense of depth when changing the depth position of an item. With this, there 

is no possibility in having perspective animations, or make use of the depth to scale items.  

Due to the use of a 3rd party asset as our animation engine, the development of animations is 

completely at the mercy of the respective asset. The more complex the animations will be, 

the less asset agnostic the animation implementations are. 

Another limitation is that if there is a need to add new animations templates, they can only 

do such by rebuilding the product. 

In the same way the creation of new overlay item types is dependent of unity, the addition of 

new output methods is mostly dependent of 3rd party integration. This is due to that Unity 

technologies is not focused on this respective area, so it will not have native implementations 

of output. 

The product is only available for windows due to some 3rd party assets not being available on 

other platforms. The assets that limit the platforms are the output assets and the file browser. 

Those being: Spout [60], NDI [59] and the file browser [58]. Some of them are only for 

windows, while others only support partially other operating systems. 

The product has the objective to be one of the main products in the low and mid-end range. 

Including feature parity with other products, while maintaining simple the methods to create 
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animated and dynamic looking on-air graphics. It is important to make use of all the features 

available through the technology used. 

First, the product needs to have feature parity with the other products, some of these features 

being: 

• More item types such as, text item, video item, browser item, 3D Model items, and 

more; 

• Changing sources in real-time; 

• Scene transitions; 

• More item attributes such as anchor, opacity, and more; 

• Being able to resize and crop items in the overlay window preview; 

• And more. 

Second, the product needs to continue developing its “unique” features, including more 

animating possibilities and dynamic content changing based on key-events. Features such as: 

• Animation sequencing (Multiple animations); 

• Adding more parameters that can be animated, ranging from text content, source 

images, scaling, opacity and more; 

• Adding more animation options, such as looping, animation curves (ease in and out); 

• Adding more animation execution events, such as when a scene gets unloaded when 

changing scenes, custom timer-based events (e.g. each 5 seconds the event executes), 

when the item source changes, when another event happens with a waiting duration; 

• Easily create, export, import and share templates. 

And as last, there needs to be developed an API to give the users a way to create their own 

extensions. This is an important tool to create a great community and allow the users use of 

the program in whatever situation they want and how they want. 

5.3 Final appreciation 

All in all, in the developers view the end-result got achieved, which was to validate the 

necessity of such a program in the current age and time while having created a base for the 

product to evolve from. This validation of necessity was done informally through multiple 

discussions with professionals in the area, with a focus on the needs of the company. 

With this product, the company will be able to improve substantially their quality of live 

broadcasts. Not only that, the product will be able to improve live broadcasts in general, due 
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to its focus on high-quality animations and dynamic content, which, as concluded in chapter 

2.1 is a need which is limited heavily due to the knowledge necessary at the moment of 

writing. 

While the project, for now, did not bring new methods or ways to improve live broadcast, it 

aimed at giving the features only accessible by some to everyone.   

Personally, the project had a couple of objectives, such as creating a project that could 

improve an aspect of esports, using Game Development Technologies and improving 

knowledge in the C# programming language. 

The first objective was due to the developer’s own interest in working in a new and upcoming 

business area in esports. At the same time, the company where the internship took place, 

GOATPixel, is an esports agency, created by Braver Media Group, which organises events, 

manages talent and works in marketing and communication for various gaming and esports 

related projects. In this case, the project developed is aimed at improving esports tournament 

broadcasts which require highly animated and dynamic content, due to video games digital 

nature, to capture the viewer’s attention.  

While researching what technologies was going to be used, the developer focused on game 

development technologies, and as written in the state of the art 2.2, due to games being highly 

dynamic, animated and interactive, which is exactly what the project needs. At the same time, 

it allowed for improving knowledge on how to develop a product from scratch using such a 

game development technology. 

Lastly, but not the least important one, this project was done in C# especially due to the 

developer acknowledging it as an important programming language for the possible future 

work.  

All in all, the future of most animated and dynamic types of content will be done using real-

time technologies, not only due to the increase in computing power, but also the increased 

knowledge in the area. You can already see this with the high production cost shows and 

tournaments where they make heavy use of on-air graphics created or edited on the fly in 

record time, without the need of expensive computing. Not only in on-air graphics you see 

this development, but also in movies, where they start to use more and more real-time 

techniques for the visual effects and characters instead of slow and costly rendering 

techniques whereas maintaining the same or almost the same level of quality. 
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 It is only a matter of time till other products start to arrive for low and mid-end users, due to 

the barrier of entry to real-time rendering lowering significantly. So, the earlier one starts with 

developing such a product, the easier it will be to advertise it to the target market.
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Annex 1. Diagrams 

 

 

Figure 97 – Project Planning Gantt Chart 
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Figure 98 – Domain Model 
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Figure 99 – Sequence Diagram of UC01 – Add to a scene a default item 
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Figure 100 – Sequence Diagram of UC02 – Add to a scene an image 
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Figure 101 – Sequence diagram of UC04 – Createa new Scene 
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Figure 102 – Sequence Diagram of UC05 – Delete a scene 
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Figure 103 – Sequence Diagram of UC06 – Output the overlay 
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Figure 104 – Sequence diagram of UC07 – Move Items in Item Hierarchy
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Figure 105 – Sequence Diagram of UC16 – Add an animation to an item 
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Figure 106 – Sequence diagram of UC18 – The system executes an animation
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Annex 2. Documents 

 




Supplementary Requirements Meeting 
 


Date: 10/04 


Participants: 


• Robin Couwenberg 


• Diogo Resende 


Diogo Resende Indicated: 


- “The products need to have similar naming schemes, shortcuts and layout to products used 


at the company” 


- “Products like, OBS Studio, Photoshop, Resolume, Gimp, Microsoft Paint, Adobe After 


Effects” 


- Wireframe for the layout of the product when creating should be like this: 


 


1. Menu bar 


2. Tool Bar 


3. Items List 


4. Scene List 


5. Overlay preview screen 


6. Item values 


 


- Wireframe for the layout when broadcasting the overlays created 







 


1. Menu bar 


2. Tool Bar 


3. Animations List 


4. Scene List 


5. Overlay preview screen 


 


- “Minimum window size where it is legible to read the text is 1024x585 and needs to scale 


indefinitely the bigger the screen.”  


- “When broadcasting it needs to be robust that it does not crash for a long period of times” 


- “I want to use it at the same time with multiple other products working, such as games, 


browsers and more” 


- “I want to be able to import various file formats, png, jpg and mp4.” 


- “I want to get text content from files, offline or online, csv, APIs, other formats” 


- “It needs to output the overlay atleast through NDI, more formats are welcome” 


- “It only needs to save when something significant happens, such as closing the product or 


changing projects” 
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